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ONCAA women's soccer championship at UCF. See Sportsweek, page
29.

D UCF phone book, an interesting
reader. See After the News page 17.
DEditor reflects upon his tenure. See
Forum, page 10.

UCF''s award-winning student newspaper
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Geary faces impeachment
by Roger Simmons
News editor

The
student
senate's
Organizations, Appropriations. and Finance coinmittee
has filed impeachment charges
against student body Presid-

Mark Geary

ent Mark Geary, alleging he
made several hundred dollars
worth of personal long distance
phone calls from his Student
·
Government extension.
The senate's ·Executive
committee approved OAF's
charges and the full senate was
expected to vote late Thursday
on whether to bring Geary to
trial. Results of the vote were
not available at press ~e.
The
. university
administration is investigating
the phone records and bills of
all SG phones according to
Vice President for Student Af·
fairs, Dr. LeVester Tubbs.
"University auditors are now'
looking at the situation at the
request of the president
(Trevor Colbourn)." Tubbs
said.
Copies -of Geary'~ office
phone records, obtained by
the Future, show 154 calls out .
of a total of 262 from April to
September were made outside

university's 8:30 a.m.·5 Albuquerque, N.M., with most
p.m. business day. "The com- taking place after normal
mittee believes that most of business hours and some past
these calls were personal;" said midnight. One call to New
OAF chairman Stuart James.
Mexico lasted 118 minutes and
A.L. Ferguson, speaking for cost .$35.40.
The total
Geary, said that all the calls amount charged for calls to
had not been verified by the · New Mexico was $251.50. The
senate or the university as record also lists calls made to
being personal.
Iowa, (one of which the Future
Ferguson said that Geary determined was to the home of
had used the university's long a Geary relative), Texas and
distance telephone service, Hawaii. The OAF committee asSµncom, in the past for per· sumed these calls to .be personal
sonal use, but said ·he paid for . because they were made after
those calls. The Future could office hours, J am~s said~
not confirm this.
In addition, calls were i:Mde
Thursday, student body Vice · to the natiorull headquarters of
President Stan Halbert told Sigma Alpa Epsilon and Tau
the Future that he had made Kappa Epsilon fraternities in
two personal phone calls Illinois and Indiana.
amounting to about $15 from
A student government sour·
his SG phone.
·
ce, who asked to remain
Halbert said he made the anonymous, said that Geary
two calls to his home for had given. a check for $286.34
family health reasons.
to SG Accountant Ash Meyers
Geary's phone record shows to pay for a portion of the calls
· 46 calls to a residence in listed on his record. Myers is

on vacation and his receipt of
Geary's check could not be
confirmed.
According to government
Attorney General Richard
Impeachment, pag~ 6

Stan Halbert

Tubbs lectures senate,
tells senators to grow ·UP
by Cindi Milam
Future news

In a blistering speech to the
student senate Tuesday, Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, vice presi·
dent of student affairs.
critiCized the body for its at·
tempts to limit the powers of
the student body president.
Before the speech, Tubbs
vetoed a .bill that would have
required the president to
notify the senate when he
transfers. money from SG ac·
counts. The Travel, Clubs and
Organizations committee
would also be able to allocate
the president no more than
.ion Allred/Future
$1,000 in funding for travel
emergencies under the bill.
Tubbs said he vetoed the
Chief Lone Eagle instructed student.a at UCF's Creative School for Children in the history of the bill because, ''It is the responAmerican Indian last Monday.
,sibi1:ity of the president of the

Past meets present

student body to administer
the budget." He added, "The
president of t4e student body
ought to be free to exercise
the right of travel (on sq
business) with whom and
whenever he wants to, provid·
ed he meets university rules
and regulations of travel.''
Tubbs also told the senate
that he was disturbed by_·
some of the internal bickering
that has taken place this session. ''I
getting. increasingly disturbed that some (of
you) think SG is not part of
this institution,'' said Tubbs.
He also said, I feel like I am
dealing with children rather
than college students the way
you've been behaving this
year-grow up."

am

I'

Senate, page 6

Manley calls Grenada invasioQ wrong
by Michael Green

on another just because
it doesn't · like that
country's politics," Manley
Michael Manley, Jamaica's said. "There is no legal, moral
former prime minister, ·de- or political justification for
nounced the U.S. invasion of the invasion.''
Grenada at UCF Monday,
Manley spoke before an aucalling it ''a sad case, a sad dience of 177 in the Student
story."
Center. They received him
Manley said, "Though still warmly, sporadically cheering
a majority of people approve and applauding throughout
of the invasion, some are the speech. Manley opened
beginninf! to say, 'My God, w:ith a simplified history of
the Caribbean and then
I what have we done?"
He said he feared t e inva=- discussed the events leading
sion will bring a new way of to th~ invasion.
dealing with the Caribbean.
"My biggest concern with
"I absolutely repudiate the the Caribbean is with who
right of one country to jump issued the invitation to inFuture news

vade Grenada,'' Manley said.
After Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop was executed'
and a revolutionary government emerged, the Organization of Caribbean States
decided to. invade Grenada
with the help of U.S. muscle,
Manley · said. What disturbs
him is that there was a movement in the Caribbean to
resolve the Grenadian situa·
tion without force. Manley
said the problem might have
been defused by imposing
economic sanctions and by
isolating the regime.
The invasion could have
been justified in international

. law. if the objective was to·
secura a "national people,"
meaning the students, or if an
external threat to the island
existed, · Manley said. But,
''the thrust of the invasion
was to ·overtake the island,''
and the threat was internal,
Manl~y pointed out.
Manley said the large quantitie.s of arms found on the
island of 110,000 people were
for Grenadian self-defense.
" it's a question of how you in- '
terpret what you find," he
said. ''The Grenadians believed they were under the cons·
Manley, page 7

Michael Manley

Wede Regen/Future
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People in the news

News beat.
UCF professor to perlorm recital
UCF associate professor of music, Elizabeth Wrancher, will
present a Faculty Artists Series Recital Nov. 18, at 8 p.m. The
recital, which will honor women composers, will be held in
UCF's Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission will be $3 and will
benefit the UCF Scholarship Fund.

Fall semester blood drive planned
~

The UCF fall semester blood qrive will be held Nov. 21 and
22, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Central Florida Blood Bank's Mobile
Unit will be parked at the Student Government Kiosk.
UCF students, faculty! and staff and their immediate families
who need blood have access to the bank's supply by contacting the University Health Center.

Talk show host to offer seminar
WKIS talk show host Gene Burns will-speak on NATO and
the· United Nations. The lecture be Nov. 22, at 8 a.m. in PC
103.
.
Photo/Patricio Cantillo

Annual Weekend of Jazz to be held
The third annual Weekend of Jazz will be held Nov. 18 and
19 at the. Hyatt Orlando. The festival will feature jazz musicians from across the nation. Tickets are available at Church
Street Station, Altamonte Mall, Infinite Mushroom and the
Boys Club Metro Office. Proceeds will go to the Boys Clubs of
Central Florida.

Cheerleading clinic to be conducted ,
A cheerleading clinic and regional championships will be
held at UCF Nov. 19. The event, sponsored by the Eastern
Cheerleaders Association, will be conducted in the UCF gymnasium. There will be a $2 admission charge to cover costs of
the varsity, junior varsity and junior high championships.

'

Nursing scholarship winners, pictures left to right, are Donald Shriner (of Valencia Community
College), Patricia Qantillo, Micheal Koszegi, Angela McKinney and John Hutson (accepting for wife
Jeannie Hutson). Jerry Ougan (rent.er) is the director of the Cen1ml Florida Chapt.er of the Paralyud
The Central Florida 1983-84 academic school year.
Chapter of the Paralyzed Wanda Skinner was elected
Veterans of America an- · president; Amy Standley,
nounced the winners of the vice president; Kay Haber1983 Nursing Scholarship. man, treasurer; and Emily
Four of the five recipients are Barbour and Judith Schmitt,
UCF nursing students. UCF secretaries. Membership is
winners are Patricia Cantillo, open to English majors and
Michael. Koszegi, Angela English edcucation majors
McKinney, and Jeannie Hut- meeting the national
organization's standards.
son.

•••
Sigma Tau Delta, the
English honor society, has
elected officers for the

"Senator of the Week." The
award will now be given once
a month to a senator who has
shown dedication and
diligence beyond that of his
peers.

•••

People in the news is a column devoted to the recognition
of awards
and
achievements by UCF's
students, staff and faculty .
Contributions should be
typed, double-spaced on a
UCF student Senator Mary 60-space line and submitted
MacArthur was chosen as one week before publicatio,n.

•••

Campus close-up
organized following reports
that many upper level and
graduate texts would be moved to another library in
another section of the university.

•••

Rape Increases-Male-onmale rapes are a ·growing proSchool saves students
blem, says the Michigan
State University Department money-By probing health inof Public Safety. Four cases surance costs, the University
of male rape have been of Kentucky student governreported in the last year, more ment was able to save
than in any previous students there a half million
12-month period. The increase in premiums. Faced with a 40
may reflect a change in percent rate hike for
Michigan law, making male· students ' Blue Cross/Blue
on-male rape a more serious Shield policy this year, SG
crime with heavier penalties. ,checked policies at other
MSU police say male rape vic- schools in the state, finding a
tims face the same dilemmas company that would provide
faced by female rape victims. the same serv.ice for less
money. Confronted with that
data, the UK administration
agreed to change insurance
Students consulted for carriers, and to consider letchanges-A three-hour sit-in ting the contract through
by hundreds of students at competitive bidding in the
Rutgers University's Kilmer future.

•••

Area Library prompted university officials to promise to
consult students before making major changes in the
facility. The sit-in was

•••
Cocaine use on the
rise-Student cocaine use and

dealing is on the rise, say
some law enforcement officials. That ,means violence
associated with cocaine trafficking is also increasing on
c amp us. University of
Colorado-Boulder police are
probing cocaine traffic there
after drug related murder
of a student this summer.
University of Nebraska·
Lincoln police busted two
students this fall, seizing
$200,000 of coc_aine.
• • •
Graffiti removed-Offensive graffiti will be removed
more quickly from University
of Massachusetts-Amherst
buildings as part of an effort
to combat racism. A group
formed by UM Chancellor
Joseph Duffey to deal with
racial incidents on campus
recommended the new graffiti
policy, which allows students,
staff or faculty to call the
physical plant to have racist
or sexist graffiti removed
quickly.

•••

Walesa sends apologiesLech
Wales a
could
not
come
to
Yale
University, but he did ~end
his apologies. Robert Thompson, a living area master, got
a letter to Walesa through the
Polish underground and invited him to speak at Yale.
Walesa sent his response
through Connecticut Sen.
Christopher Dodd, who
visited Poland this summer.
Walesa said "present political
circumstances ' ' prevented
him from leaving the country.

• ••

Student
stabbed-A
University of South Florida
student was reported in
serious condition after receiving knife wounds from
another student Nov., 8. The
victim, Doug Martin, did not
know Lhe suspect and claimed
there was no apparent reason
Boycott finds no sup- for the attack. (from USF
'
port-A student association Oracle).
boycott of the Northern Illinois University Foundation
iS not finding much support
among donors. The Student
Association wants to
Clinic to be built-A $1.2
pressure the foundation into
million
pediatric cliriic will be
refusing gifts from companies
constructed
at the University
that do business with aparSouth
Florida.
USF will
of
theid South Africa. But before
work
with
Kiwanis
Children's
its letter to past donors were
ever. in the mail. several ma- Clinic, Inc., who will build
jor donors lined up squarely and maintain the clinic. (from
USF Oracle)
behind the foundation.

•••

•••

• I
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UCF foundation to assist

Library calls upon parents for financial support ed since 197 5, according to
Lynn LaBrake, associate
director of the library.
About $15-;000 in funding
The UCF Foundation is
sponsoring a direct mail ap- above the budget has been
peal to the parents of UCF donated this year from
students asking them to private contributors and
become ''Friends of the other projects, according to
Library" through donations. Anne Marie Allison, director
Supporters are asked to con- of libraries ''I am sure the
tribute $25 toward a goal of library will by working with
the UCF Foundation all
$10,000.
The UCF library was year," she eommented. According to Allison, the
budgeted $580,158 for the
1983-84 school year, a UCF ·library asked the
$300,000 cut from last year. Florida Legislature for a
The funding is the least budget of $1 million, but
amount the library has receiv- received only about one-third
by Cindi Milam
Future News

of the requested budget. Even
with the extra donations,
Allison said, "We need at
least another $500,000 to bring us up to where we should
be."
Allison said that library officials hope the fund-raising
project being held by the UCF
Foundation will be successful.
"We are confident that people
will support the library,"
Allison said.
The appeal for "Friends of
the Library" is open to
anyone, not just parents of
UCF students. The s~ring
committee for the project,

which consists of a group of
concerned parents, said that
for a $25 donation a
bookplate signifying the contribution will be put in a newly purchased book.
The cut in library funding
will make the growth rate of
the library a bit slower, according to Allison. But various
fund-raising projects mak.e
the rising costs in library
materials less of a burden.
Library officials said the price
of books has increased 90 per- ·
cent since 1975. Magazines
and journals have increased
in price. by 125 percent or
higher.
Both Allison ana student
body President Mark Geary

agree that funding for the
library next year will be better. Allison said, "The
legislature has made university libraries a top priority for
the next session.''
"It is important that
students be regi~tered to
vote, but they need to make
their stat.e legislat.ors aware
of the severe shortfall on
library funding,'' Geary said.
He added, ''The Florida Student Association (the Student
Governme~t's lobbying
group) has made improving
the funding for the state
university system libraries
their top legislative priority"
for the 1984-85 school year.

Special Edition of FUTURE
Tuesday, Nov. 22, with results of
impeachment vote against Mark Geary.

Honda World's Campus

* .SALE*·
New Hon.dos at the

Tim Barto/Future

Phillip the Cat pauses for some "self~reflection."

Lowest Prices Anvwherel

NUSO Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

NXSO Express
Electric Starf
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Now $299 .
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Pr ...:mier state-of-the art video system with the
best top 40 video music
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•Tasteful Grooming Required
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Electric Start
was $799
now $499

Electric Start
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now$1399
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6436 'E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy. 50) Orlcirido)
Ph. 277·6880 Closed Sun.·Mon.
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Air Force, Army ROTC groups
enjoy enrollment surge at UCF
by Rick Brunson
Future news

Eileen SamelsonlFuture

Oscar and company

Oscar the Grouch and his gang came to Central Florida for
"Sesame Street Llve," which was presented at the Orange County civic Center.

U.S.News & World Report presents

The Inside
SCOl!P-~
:j:~·.<
ff~

Fifteen years ago, Reserve
Officer Training Corps cadets
were booed and scorned on
college campuses. Today,
snapping to in their greens
and blues, they are back in
style as ROTC enjoys a surge
in enrollment.
After bottoming out in
1974, . enrollment in ROTC
programs has jumped 70 percent on campuses nationwide.
UCF is no exception.
When the Army ROTC program was started here in 1979
there were 10 students and
one faculty member. Today
there are 75 students and 10'
faculty members, according
to Army ROTC Chairman Lt.
Col. Robert Weiss.
"We haven't really begun
to tap this university," says
Maj. George Ale""ander,
enrollment officer for the Army program.
The record enrollment of
141 cadets in the Air Force
ROTC program this semester
marks the first time since
1972 that the program has
met its recruiting goals, according to Col. Charles
Bradley, chairman of the
department of aerospace
studies.
"I don't have any trouble

getting applicants and that's
very refreshing,'' Bradley
said, adc;ling that the record
enroilment caused the department to run out of textbooks
and uniforms early in the
semester.
The chairmen attribute the
growth in enrollment to an
upsurge in patriotism,
economic uncertainty and the ·
increase of available cadet
scholarships.
Bradley said the attacks
upon U.S. servicemen and
women abroad in recent years
has boosted patriotism and
spurred more people to enter
the military.
"The. resident crazies in the
world are doing everythmg
they can help us,'' Bradley
said.
Alexander said the military
gives a graduating student
more job security-$20,000
the first year for a lieutenant,
plus skills that are sought by
"top companies" after one's
military career.
Bradley said the cadets
compete for government
scholarships that pay for
everything but room and
board.
Cadets milling around the·
ROTC portables gave some of
the same reasons their commanders did.

Air Force cadet Dwight
Blader, a 19-year-old management major, said it was the
financial support. that first
drew him into ROTC.
11
I'll help you, you help
me-one of those things,''
Blader said.
As he got more involved,
·Blader said he started to like
wearing his uniform.
"I'm not gung ho patriotic
but I think it's something we
owe our country," Blader
said.
Army
cadet
Jodee
Schwartz, · an 18-year-old' art ·
major, said she signed up for
an ROTC class at the encouragement of her boyfriend
who is a Marine. ·
"I've always been interested in the military. I love
it and have a good time doing
it,'' Schwartz said, speaking
of the ROTC field exercises in
infantry tactics.
The chairmen of UCF's
ROTC programs say they
plan on riding this wave of
growth into the future.
Bradley hopes to double the
number of Air Force cadets in
three years. Weiss said that
Army ROTC at UCF could be
as big as engineering if plans
to better educate the general
studeµt populace are successful.

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEER$

On the job market: Careers that are hot, skills that
sell. What to expect when you enter the work force.
On today's news- and policy-makers: Who to
watch .. . who stands where ... who holds the reins
on red-letter issues.
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does
it mean to your buying power?
U.S.News & World .Report takes you behind the
scene. Straight to the source with on-target analyses
of what it means to you.
.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
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Money-saving

Student Coupon
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Only

35¢

send me 23 weeks of
per week
U.S.News & World Report for only
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subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School Name _ _ _ _ __
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I
I

_ _ _ _ __
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City/State

WA~NER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC
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_

Zip _ __
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U.S.News & World Report
Room 264, 2300 N St. , N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20037

I
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Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF , brought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.
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CENTER

ofiar.s a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced def~nse weapons systems In the world.
'
Warner Robina ALC wlll hire approx. 80 electronlc/computer
engineers. For more Info. ca·11 toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098
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Professor explains concept behind banishment
by Wayne Starr
Future news

UCF philosophy professor
Stephen Levensohn offered
banishment as a viable solution to overcrowded prisons
in a lecture Nov. 9 in the Student Center Auditorium.
'~ Incarceration
costs
billions of dollars a year,"
Levensohn told a crowd of
about 50. "We might be better off to banish those deemed
incorrigible and work harder
to rehabilitate the others."
Levensohn first developed·
the idea nine years ago as an
outgrowth of a class discussion, but it received little attention until he made a luncheon speech in Daytona this
past March. A local reporter's
story was picked ·up by the
Associated Press and appeared in major newspapers .
across the country.
A supermarket tabloid, the
Globe, then made Levensohn
a celebrity of sorts when it
ran a story on his idea on the

of transportation, no food, no writers, Levensohn receives
broad support for his banishshelter.
Levensohn said he is un- ment' idea. Only a few
concerned that the banished challenged his stand at the
lecture. Levensohn said his
might die.
"They die in prison, too," mail runs 60-1 in favor of
Levensohn says.
~
banishment.
Levensohn said the essenInstead, Levensohn's concerns are economic and social tial question centers around
in nature, as evidenced by his one's concept of the law. The
"Five-Point Plan:" "First, it · law is a fragile thing, he said,
(banishment) will eliminate "it depends on people's faith
overcrowding and the ne~d in it."
"The law becomes distorted
for states to carry out the
death penalty, which they when "it is used to protect.
don't do anyway. This will criminals,'' Levensohn said.
facilitate the rehabilitation of "There comes a time when we
those who remain in prison. must say to the criminal,
'You no longer interest me."'
Se~ond, it is humane. It will
Levensohn estimates the ·
reduce violence in prisons.
Third, it is arguably lawful. It government spends $10
does not dir.ectly contravene billion per year on prisoners'
the Constitution. Fourth, it is. living expenses and court aplogical-those who can't live peals. "That money could be
within the law must be forced used for public service,'' he
to live outside 'it. Lastly, said.
something has· to be
done-the present sys~em is
And he looks for such exinadequate."
penditures to continuously
Judging from the response rise.
of his audience and of letter ·
"By 1994-95," Levensohn

same page as a Carol Baker
headline that asked the question, "Will I be a Baby Doll
Forever?"
Suddenly, Levensohn was a
highly sought after 52-yearold college professor. He was
on radio in Chicago, TV in
Boston and the subject of an
Orlando Sentinel Florida
magazine cover story.
Currently, Levensohn and
UCF sociologist Charles
Unkovic are working on a
grant proposal, hoping to attract enough state and federal
funds to pay for a feasibility
study on the financial and
social costs of banishment.
On
the
surface,
Levensohn's idea is simple.
Those determined by the
state prison system to be incapable of rehabilitation will
be dropped off on some
deserted island somewhere
(Levensohn has not figured
out which island). They will
be left to fend for themselves,
meaning according to Levensohn, no electricity, no means

COURSE

Class Starts

GMAT
ILS •
GRE
LSAT

Dec.12
Dec.12
Jan.10
Jan.14

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center '"

Someone in the audience
asked him whether or not a
state, under the Constitution,
is required to protect the life
of those given life sentences.
Levensohn continuously
avoided answering the query
using the response, ''Sure,
some Will die, but they die in
prisons."
He also indicated that if the
government i~ given a mandate from the people, the constitutionality of certain ques·
tions can be solved via the
amendment process.
"There is no more benign
profession than a · university
professor of sociology,''
Levensohn said, ''I am not a
vigilante. But no one is safe
on the streets today.
Something must be done.''

SOME COLLEGE
COURSES -ARE
MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.
How many college courses
teach you how to shoot the rapids?
Or rappel a cliff? Or find your
way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide you?
At least one does-Army
Rare.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number
of exciting adventure rraining
activities like these in the Army
Rare program.
Activities that develop your
stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn't
the only way you develop.
You'll also learn the basics of
leadership and management by
attending Rare classes, along
with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited
about two other benefits Army
Rare offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000.a year for
your last two years of Army
Rare. And the opporrunity to
graduate with both a degree
and a commission in today 's
Army-including the Army
Reserve and Anny National
Guard.

•introduction to Law ~hool

We rese'rve the right to cancel any class for
· which there Is lnsufflcJent enrollment
Call for details

said, ''the babies of the babies
of the Baby Boom will be of
prime crime-committing age
(18-23) and the prison population will increase drastically.''

678-8400

ARMY ROTC.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.

The exciting Pilot Ball Point. It's got everything going for
it. Smoother writing. Speci~llv designed finger rlbbing
for continual writing comfo11. Stain[ess steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Perfectly tialanced. Achoice of medium
or fine points. And best of aU ... yo11 ;II never throw it out.
just slip in a 39c' refill and you're ready to write again.
So next time your old
scratchy see-thru pen [
]
runsout, runoutand
~ ®
1
get a 69c Pilot Ball
~
'
Point pen ... plus
a few refills.

Contact Major George Alexander
or Captain Howard Swanson
University of Central Florida
Army-ROTC 275-2430
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~mpeachment------from page i

Students fQst for world hunger wee~

Stocking, if Geary is found senate feels I should be imguilty he could be penalized at peached, I will resign,'' Halbert
state, university, andlor SG said.
levels for misuse of state
property, specifically the Suncom system.
Halbert said that to his
knowledge np impeachment
charges had been filed against
him. He said he would address
the senate and explain his personal calls.
"If impeachment charges are
filed and a majority of the

This is the third time in
Geary's seven months in office that an impeachment of
the presid~nt has been attempted. If the senate voted for
impeachment Thursday, Geary
would become the first UCF
student body president to
stand trial before the
legislative body.

by Rick

~runson

Future news

.

Participating students and
faculty "fasted for a world
harvest" this week, missing
meals and donating money in
observance of World Hunger
Week . .
The United Campus
Ministry and Alpha Phi
Omega sponsored the project
in coordination with "World
Fast Day," a day of fasting
desiinated as Nov. 17 by Ox-

Senate-------------------frompagel
In other senate action: A bill
was passed Nov. 8 increasing
the money budgeted for the
position of vice presidential
legislative adviser to $3,000 a
year. The legislation also
allows the legislative adviser
to work 20 hours a week.
Geary vetoed the bill, but has
decided to allow the
legislative adviser to work 15
hours a week with supplemental pay.

fam America, international
relief agency.
The campus ministry and
the fraternity distributed
literature asking interested
people to fast a meal and
donate the money to the project. Workers set up tables
around campus to collect the
money.
"We ask people to fast so
they can feel a little bit of
what it's like to be hungry,"
said the Rev. Robert Gibbs,
coordinator of the project.

telephone is to be installed
near the outdoor pool and
recreation area. The other
telephone will be located at
the visitors' information
center . .

advertised in the primary
newspaper. It also
states that if the position is
not filled within two weeks,
the seat will become an "atlarge" seat.

SAGA also participated in
the World Hunger Week by
allow41g students to deduct
meals from their meal cards
and in turn donating the
money to Oxfam.

Geary's appointment of
Mark Wagner to the position
of senate relations ·adviser
was approved by the senate.
The position is an unpaid
cabinet position.

The OAF committee informed the senate that they
had submitted a request to
the executive committee to
begin impeachment proceedings against student
body President Mark Geary.

Other events included films
and discussion groups aimed
at studying the problems of
hunger, poverty and injustice.

Two bills were passed Nov.
Legislation was passed
15 allocating money for the· amending Title III of the
installation · of two free legislative branch. The bill retelep.hones on campus. One quires a vacant senate seat be

campu~

The senate meeting Nov. 15
was recessed until Nov. 17.

for this year's collections
have not been released.
The money collected will go
directly to Oxfam America, a
branch of Oxford Famine
Relief, a British agency
started in 1942 in an attempt
to reliev~ war-torn areas, according to Gibbs.
Oxfam America has 150
projects going on in 33 countries designed to help people
become more self-reliant,
Gibbs said.
The agency has projects in
Grenada and El Salvador and
has issued statements opposing the military intervention
in both places by the U.S.
government.
In a me.mo to Fast Day
coordinators, Oxfam America
urged them to ''continue this
work so that together, we can
affect a more just and
humane U.S. policy in the
region.''

American
Red Cross

Gibbs said this was the
fifth year UCF has observed
World Hunger Week. Last
year, UCF raised $300. At the
time of this writing, figures

Keep up your
family's .health.

Whi_
sperwood II

Ch:-lstrnas -''' Idea...

RUNNERS
PlA?ES

ll~NSE

ECONOMICS LESSON

)7. 95 Ii for $J.J. 95

.

'i
· r~ ··

Owning makes more sense than renting

$41,990
5 °/o Down no closing costs

..

\....:-

tt/~

.v. .-~

'

.

Fast delivery. pri~1ncludes •1 .00 p~stsge

-

Orlando Area Avg. Rent- $450 monthly

iiuRif
iaTPllrl:s
P.O. Box 854, Maitland. FL 3275 1

Ownership WHISPERWOOD II $475 monthly
SArving the Illustrator, Des igner, Fine Artist, Photographer,

University Drive

Draftsman , Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

•
N

S.R. 50

Colonial Drive

Downtown Oviedo

2BR28ath
Pool, Jacuzzi
Great Appliances
Were hard to find so call first
677-5947

,,.,,.. 429 & 428

. Hours mon.-Sat.

STUDENT DISCOU~T.1
731 ORIENTA PLAZA
331 • 5554 ·
ALT.A.MONTE SPRINGS

1. . ~ ......

- - -------

7300 SWALLOW RUN, WINTER PARK
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA, INC.

·one block South of 436 on Maitland Ave.

NEW STOR£HOURSSU~DAY 7Mi • 8:3.0pm
USDA ~ood St.mp
.
Coupons Welcome ·
QuMffty..,,,. ....,,,.,,
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M a n l e y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e l·
tant threat of a U .s.· he said.
invasion. "
He recommended that a
He said the fear was caused new constitution be drawn
by a history of U.S. interven- up, designating the kind of
tion in the Caribbean. government the people want.
Wherever U.S. economic and "The Grenada mess could be
political interests were redeemed that way," he addjeopardized, the United ed.
States would send troops to
Overall, Manley said: ''The
"intervene, invade and con- invasion is a dangerous precequest," Manley explained. He dent to start in the Englishlisted U.S. intervention in speaking Caribbean. I hope
Nicaragua,
Honduras, my fears are never realized.'' _
On Manley's homefront,
Panama and Guatemala.
Manley said the fear inten- Jamaica, he remains the
sified because of the way the leader of Jamaica's opposiUnited States reacted to the tion party in parliament, the
Bishop regime. Bishop People's National Party. He
established close ties with was prime minister of
Cuba, and "the United States Jamaica from 1972 to 1980,
looked askance" on this, cut- and in 1980 was defeated
ting off all assistance to the sou~dly by Edward Seaga,
island, he said.
'
leader of the Jamaica Labour
Antagonism increased fur- Party.
Manley established close
ther between the two countries when Ronald Reagan ties with Cuba during his adlabeled the new airport as ministration and ·denounced ·
part of a plan for a Cuban the United States frequently,
base. "There was not at all according to an article in the
any evidence of a Cuban September 1983 ''Atlantic
Monthly."
·
plan,'' Manley said.
He initiated a massive·
The airport was a very international activity, Manley literacy campaign during his
said, pointing out that many two terms which resulted in
nations were involved with it, an almost 50 percent imincluding Canada and Great provement. He also sought to
remove foreign control of the
Britain.
Manley justified the Cuban Jamaican industry and
presence as Cuba's way of economy, and "make it more
assisting other countries. It responsive to the needs of the ·
has a surplus of skillea labor, people at home," according to
Manley noted, and it sends it the article, "The Jamaican
abroad. Cuba was aiding Experiment.''
Grenada by sending its ''skilled construction workers" to
But M~nley's increased
help build the airport, Manley state control of business
within the country scared
said.
. Fortifications found around aw·a y .foreign and domestic
the airport also constituted capital. He instituted a series
part of the Grenadian self· of price controls and supports
and import restrictions. His
defense.
Manley warned against administration was also
holding elections too soon on "crippled". by the 1973-74 oil
, Grenada. "If you· had elec- crisis, the article said.
tions now, ~he people would
Manley said candidly, "We
not know what they w.~nt, ' '

Imports $1.00 • (with College ID)

. ·. -

-

Regarcling the Third World,
Manley said: "You have to
get in the frame of mind of a
person who has a colonial
history. We in the Third
World suffer from the fact
that were very young. We

Ji

After finishing his speech,
Manley answered questions ·
from
panel of local media
personalities. It consisted of
Robert Liff of the "Orlando
· Sentinel," Marla Weech of
WCPX, Ken Tyndall of
WFTV, Leslie Draper of
WESH and Clive Thomas of
WKIS.

a

Manley has been awarded
the United Nations' gold
medal for progress against
racial discrimination. He is
currently Vice president of the
Socialists In tern a ti.o nal
organization.
Manley's speech was sponsored by the Progr~m and Activities Council of UCF. He
earned $3,000 for the appearance.

ii

MAMAGEMENf SERVICES

·

Professional

Documen~

Preparation Services

•Fast•
•Dependable •
• Competitive•

and Xerographic Duplication also available.

v.

Happy Hour 4:30 • 6:30

Wade Regan/Future

Manley
made some mistakes."
During his second term,
Manley's regime was helped
by the
International
Monetary Fund. He ultimately broke way from the IMF

may make mistakes.

Letters, Resumes, Term/Researph Papers, Theses,
Dissertations prepared on materials of your choice. Bindery

College Night/Tuesdays
Mon. ~ T. FootbaU - '
Thurs - Ele(!tronic Dart tournaments
· Fri.&Sat. - Uve Entertainment
Oct. 28-29 Mr. Stitt
Halloween Party
Prizes tor best costume.

help because of its stringent
controls on the Jamaican
economy. After that, ''we
really bit the dust," he said.
under Seaga Is regime the
IMF and the World Bank
have been tremendously involved in the Jamaican
economy, according to the artide. Manley disagrees with
the massive aid, saying a
country has to "strike off on
its own political independence. The buildup 1n
the capital reserves gives you
breathing room, but also
makes you more dependent
on the aid, he said.

Beer . Wine · Sandwiche~

834-6300

HOURS:
Mon. -Thurs . 11-12
Fri. & Sat. 11-2
101 CANDACE OR./ FERN PARK

Call Today ... and give your work the professional look
that makes a difference!
Orlando la<;:ross from ca~pusl

1 FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

All Brands Importers Inc .. New York. Sole U.S. Importer 0 .

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the rest.
BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE.

277-0186
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SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI
- Time wise - SOC .is closer
to students in yellow
area than the main
campus-is! Consider tr·a f·
fie, 1-4, E/W Expressway,
distance ...
e.g. save 10 minutes from
Altamonte _Springs
GOLDENROD ·

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph.855-0881
In Orlando Central Park .·
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

++1 ( ro KISSIMMEE )
ST. CLOUD .

CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITH YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MA.JORS

ACC
CAP
ECO
ECO

2021
ENC
3001
FIN
2023
MAC
3411
MAN
STA 3023 .

3210
3403
3233
3504

BASIC COURSES FOR EVERY9NE

ACC 2021
. AMH 2020

ECO 2023
ENC 1101
ENC 1102

HUM
MAC
MUL
POS
SPC

2230
1104
2011
2041
1014

UPPER DIVISION COURSES
ADV 4000

CAP
COG
ECO
EGN
ENC

3001
3024
3411
4815
3210

FIN

340~

HSC 3081

MAC 3233
MAC 3311
MAC 3312.
MAN 3504
PSY 3624
SPC 4330
STA 3023
SYP 3551

EDUCATION and GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. Pl.EASE CALL
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main
campus. UCF students located In SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equip·
ment.
•To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855-0881) 10-5 dny day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your s~heduled appointment
time by going to the Pr_
o blem Table.
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
.

·

.

offers

-

·

·

.

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru.GRADUATE students
.

'

To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE at SOC (855-0881) - 10:.
5 any day. You then regist~r for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment time by
going to the Problem Table.
·

SPRING1984
REG

SEM

KEY

PFX

NO

_SEC

3114
1164
1679
1249
1277
·3206
3"218
. 5187
1597
1618
1632
1633
3317
6198
1715
1749
1760
1774
1782
3259
2102
2000
1929
1223
1224
1234
2085
.2056

ACC
ADV
AMH
CAP

2021
4000
2020
3001
3024
2023
3411
4815
1101
1102
3210
3210
3403
3081
2230
1104
3233
3311
3312
3504
2011
2041
3624
1014
1014
4330
3023 ·
3551

. 51
51
51
51
51
51
51
91
51
51
51
52 .
51
V51
51
51
51
51
51
51 .
V91
V51
51
51
52
. 51
51
91

coc

ECO
ECO
EGN
ENC
ENC
ENC
. ENC
FIN
HSC
HUM
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
·MAN
MUL
POS
PSY
SPC
SPC
SPC
STA
SYP

HRS
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

3

DAY

COURSETITLE ·
Principles of Accounting II
Principles of Advertising
U.S. History: 1877 to Present
Computer Fund/Business Applications
Personal Computing
Principles of Economics II
Quant. Methods/ Bus Decision Analysis
Historical Architecture
Composition I
Composition II
Professional Report Writing I
Professional Report Writing I
Business Finance
Medical ~ Self Assessment
TV TAPE
Western Humanities II
College Algebra
Concepts of Calculus
Calculus with Analytic Geometry I
Calculus with Analytic. Geometry II
Production/Operations Management
Enjoyment of Music
TV TAPE
American National Government
TV TAPE
Parapsychology
· Fundamentals nf Oral Communication
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Nonverbal Communication
Statistical Methods I
Sociology of Alcoholism

1'.IME.

T
M
w

7-9:45
7-9:45
7-9:45
T 7-8; R 7-9
M 5-6; w 4-6
w 7-9:45
T
7-9:45
T
7-9:45
R
7-9:45
T
7-9:45
M 7-9:45
M
7-9:45
R
7-9:45
t AS C ·
w 7-9:45
M-W 5:30-6:45
M-W 5:30-6:45
· T-R 5-7
T-R 5-7
7-9:45
M
t ASC
t ASC
w 7-9 :·45
w 7-9:45
R
7-9:45
R
7-9:45
T 8-10; R 9-10
w 7-9:45

·,

p

PM

L

A
N
y
0

u
R

s

I!

c

H
E
D
II

u
L
E

,:
11

MONDAY

I

PM

TUESDAY

I

PM

I

WEDNESDAY

PM

THURSDAY

HSC . 3081 , MUL 2011 & POS 20.41 on TV Ta·pe
t AT STUDENl~s CONVENIENCE
Arrange viewing date and time with TV Technician
-k 4-6
coc 3024
coc 3024
* 5-6
. * 5-7
MAC 3311
MAC 3311
* 5-7
MAC 3312
MAC 3312
* 5-7
* 5-7
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 1104
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 1104
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 3233
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 3233
CAP 3001
CAP 3001
* 7-9
* 7-8
A'CC 2021
. AMH 2020
7-9:45
7-9:45
ENC 1101
7-9:45
ADV 4000
7-9:45
ECO 2023
ECO 3411
7-9:45
7-9:45
7-9:45
FIN 3403
ENC 3210
7-9:45
HUM 2230
EGN 48l5
7-9:45
7-9:45
SPC 1014
ENC 3210
7-9:45
7-9:45
MAN · 3504 .
PSY 3624
7-9:45
ENC 1102
SPC 4330
7-9:45
7-9:45
7-9:45
SPC 1014
7-9:45
SYP 3551
7-9:45
STA 3023
STA 3023
* 9-10
* 8-10
* 2 sessions per week

p
L

A
N
y
0

u
R

s

c
H
E
D

u
L
E·
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SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS'

YOUR ATIENTION PLEASE!
IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT THE
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS

7300 Lake Ellenor Drive

Ph. 855·0881

In Orlando Central Park

On South U.S. 441
.
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

·PLAN CAREFULLY
PAVED & LI~HTED PARKING

10

TEXTBOOK SALES
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•
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SG fights, part 2.
Student Government's executive and legislative branches
are mx:e again ·entering the arena of combat and student body
President Mark Geary is again fighting for the survival
of his administration. On the surface of the crisis this time
is an allegation that President Geary abused the privileges
of his office by making more than $400 in personal phone
calls at students' expense.
What lies much deeper in this sordid episode, however, is a
conflict of personalities and the power struggle it has
caused. Since his election in April, President Geary has
alienated several key sena~rs by his refusal to compromise .
on several issues. One of the most ridiculous of these was
when Geary refused to acknowledge Vice President Stan
Halbert's right to pick his own staff.
In retaliation for this immovable attitude of stone, some
senators. nartlv from frustration and nartly from revenge,
set their sights on forcing President Geary out or, failing
that, restricting his powers. The inter4n has borne witness
t:o the most petty legislation and rh~toric to be thrown
around on the student senate floor in years.
. In watching this situation development, a neutral observer can only marvel at both sides' childishness. President
Geary has always held the upper hand since his branch consists of only one person. It is much easier for the president
to arrive at a policy decision than it is for 30 senators. Yet
through his stubbornness, he has managed to mold the
senate, with a few exceptions, into a unified and determined
·group with a common foe-Mark Geary.
The senate could have risen above 'tlus attitude and continued to do its job by passing legislation that would directly benefit its constituents. Instead, for the most part, it
went after President Geary by shooting down his appointments, by attempting to limit his administration of
Student Government funds and by removing him as chair
of the Activities and Service Fee committee.
Then, like bolt of lightning from a clear blue sky the
issue of President Geary's phone bill entered the picture. If
the allegation is true, then it is obvious that the president
has misused a privilege of. his office. It would be less
disheartening, however, if the seriate was investigating
these allegations for the purpose of cleaning its own house
and not as a quick way to dump President Geary.
It is hoped that some 12th hour miracle will occur and
somehow these two Goliaths will be able to reach a compromise before their battle drags Student Goverrunent
through another long and debilitating trial. The reali~y of
the situation is that no c_omproniise is possible and, as the
. tired cliche ~oes, the students are once again the losers.
That is the real tragedy behind cliches, they are all too often true.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

a

I

This is his punishme~t, that by the verdict of his own
heart no guilty man is acquitted.
Jurenal

The Future

Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central, Florida
Micha~l

E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
Julie D. Norris
Managing Editor

Roger C. Simmons
News Editor

LeeF.Lemer
Sports Editor

Robert·B. Molpus
Production Manager

President Reagan's decic;ion to ban the press during
the recent invasion of
Grenada seems to have
almost as much support as
the invasion itself.
Following the president's
lead, critics of the press are
having a field day, accusing
the media of being antiAmerican, making up a lot of
its stories and being too opinionated.
There are people who think
the government, the same
people who deliver the mail,
should take control of the
media. And you think you
have trouble getting your
paper delivered now.
I don't consider myself
anti-American and I'm hav·
ing trouble making up stories
in creative writing, but I may
have a problem with opinions.

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Dorothy H. Case
Advertising Manager

Offices Located on Libra Drive
&litorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305) 275-2865
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost 0{$79,()()() or5.3cents per copy to inform the
university community. Annual advertising revenue of &56,000 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost.
Opinions expressed in the FUTURE are those of the editor or of the writer and not necessarily those
of the Uniuersity Board of Publications or of the administration.
•
The FUTURE is partially funded through the Actiuity and SeruicP Fee allncated by StudPnt Gove~
nment of the Uniuersity of Central Florida.

Even with very limited experience in the field, I have
learned that if people agree
with something, they consider it a fact and if they
disagree it's somebody's
stupid·opinion.
Gosh knows, if people are
against it, I don't want to be
throwing my idiotic opinions
around so I have hit on a column idea that will undoubtedly catch on.
Remember you saw it here
first.
Below is a sampling of some
of today's controversial
topics and several replies for
each. Simply cross out the
ones you don't agree with.
Then show all your friends
what a smart guy I ·am
because I think just like you.
Handguns: A) should be
owned by everyone-the con-

stitution says so; plus they
keep down the ·population. B)
are dan·gerous and should be
strictly controlled. C) make
attractive potholders.
Communists: A) threaten
democracy and should be
destroyed. B) should be left
alone as long as they mind
their own business. C) should
be discouraged from visiting
South Georgia.
School prayer: A) should· be
mandatory. B) is forbidden by
the Constitution. C) is fine as
long as it doesn't contain
references to any established
religions, a supreme being or
sports figures.
Greeks: A) are the best part
of campus life. B) are preppy
elitists. C) were lousy
nhilosophers.
The Tampa Bay ' Bucs.
A) stink. 1B) smell. C) rot.

Final Editorial
Editor ends tenn with a few parting shots
This is my last editorial as
I'd also like to thank Colby
Future · editor and in classic At.alski and Phil St.orey for beFuture fashion, it is being writing in my comer when I needed
ten at 3:15 a.m. after a long them. They are my best friends
day of classes, meetings and an overworked editor could
Student Government theatrics. have.
I look back over my 31:12
I'd like to tum my attention
years as a staffer and feel to a few issues that I feel are
proud to have worked with important to address before I
an extremely talented group of . go. To start, the decisions
people. From freshman repormade at WUCF during the
past
year have mystified me.
ter to Editor in chief I've seen a
First
Station Manager Keith
lot of people come and go but
Fowles
changed their format
one aspect of this job remains
from
soft
rock to loud Big
constant. Everyone who sucBand
and
hoped
that people
ceeds here, possesses the rare
would
play
it
in
their office
quality
of
principled
lobbies.
Then
he
and
Sports
dedication. Putting in 23 hour
Director
Tracey
Clayton
hired
work-days gets old fast, but
every week the staff keeps professional broadcasters to
coming back for more. It is UCF football games. Finally,
this commitment to quality, WUCF has hired a professional
and no great skill of mine, that fundraiser to raise money for
has made this newspaper the Big Band format, which is
prosper over the past year and flying like a stuffed turkey
when compared to the financial
a half.
Before I fire a few parting support received by the
salvoes, I would like to take station's student run Niterock
this opportuaj.ty to thank my program.
staff for its support and loyalty · For the most part, the
during my stint as editor in university administration has
·always cooperated With the
chief.

paper and ·I thank them for
that support.
Dr. Trevor
Colboum is a first class person
and one I'm glad I have gotten to know since my tenure
here. Dr. John Bolte, associate
vice president for Academic
Affairs, is · one adminish-ator
whose policies have continuously . infuriated me.
I
only hope I have returned the
favor.
A.L. Ferguson, whose real
name is Adrian Levine, is
probably the most influential
student I've ever met. He
literally speakes for student
body presidents. It leads one
to wonder just who is going to
run UCF when Adrian
graduates.
Finally, the university itself.
I hold high aspirations for
UCF and I .am not at all
hesitant to say I am proud to /
attend this institution. It has
been an honor to serve the
students and the UCF community. I hope my term has
been one that will be remembered for its faithfulness and
honesty.

Letter Policy
~

Associated
Col leg late
Press

Philip D. Storey .
Business Manager

Vivian N. Katz
After the News Editor

1----------------a_._c_r_eig ewing_
Create your own column

Letters to the editor must · b.,·
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances. writers' names
will b~ witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
'8o""1e lette-rs m~y h:e- ~deslgnated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes· the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.
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FORUM CONTINUED

Frolll our readers
Checks and balances prevent president from stacking Judicial ~onncil, says.Sen. Gill
Editor:
I am writing in response to
Sen. Susan Arline's letter in
the last Future issue. ("Geary
wrong in amendment veto,''
Nov. 4) After reading Ms.
Arline's letter I was aware
.that she had, in effect,
misled the readers and actually misrepresented the
facts.

was deliberately upsetting
the current system of checks
and balances now established
in the Student Government.
Further implications were
that President Geary could in
fact "stack the deck" in his
favor through the current appointment system. What Sen.
Arline failed to include in her
letter was the system of
checks and balances involved
Arline implied that student in the appointment process.
body President Mark Geary The current system consists

of the president's recommendation of students to vacant positions. These
students are interviewed by
the senate's Election and Appointment's committee (of
which Sen. Arline _is the
chairperson). The potential
appointments are then voted
upon by the senate itself and
only after the senate's approval (by 2/3 vote) are the
students considered appointed.

There you have th~ com- Future Editor in Chief
plete system of checks and Michael E. Griffin reprinted
balances involved in the ap- his editorial which originally
pointment process. I also in- ran in the last issue of the
v es tiga ted Sen. Arline's summer session. For thoses of
charge that the current you who didn't get a chance
Judicial Board was appointed to read it, Mr. Griffin resolely by President Geary. quested that the senate stop
This proved to be a falla.cy · its quibbling and attend to
since the Board is made up of its designated purpose, serthe appointments of three ving the students.
S.G. presidents.
Sincerely,
Further, I think it's time
Senator John Gill

Poem "honors" campus muckrakers
Editor:
Boy I just adore muckraking. No matter how trivial,

A TKE rush poster-this
looks good;
Look at those girls clinging to
his legs;
That's a slur on my
womanhood! .
I refuse to lighten up!
I just know all fraternity men
are animals!
I think ·I'll go see "The Front
Page'~

I . think I'll read a story in
'L the paper;
1 There's always something I
0
can rip to shreds;
-===
Ali, here's one about a Zeta
auction;
- They'll undoubtedly end up
---- - earning their money in bed!
I refuse to lighten up!
I just know this is a front for
a prostitution scandal!
Oh, look at this juicy one;

I hear Affirmative · Action
wants to close it down;
Those actors all are bigots, I
just know it;
They 're throwing racial slurs
all around!
I will not lighten up!
I don't care that tlie play
was wri~ten back in the twenties!
This is news!

Dave Solsberry

Good Luc·k MIKE
Our loss is The New

York Times' gain.
Thanks for being a great editor
The FUTURE Staff
-.
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Student rate:
50 cents per line

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm.

eLASSIFIED
wanted·

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
.1 need thick engineering
intern papers, resumes designed and typed ,
LAKEFRONT home, close-in & rental units. examination book at a good price. Call cover letters and more . IBM Equipment. 1
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from
Secluded, convenient, good cash flow, 851-8847.
UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
flexible owner financing. Call Bob (305) 788available . Correction of grammar &
9360. Robert L. lies, REALTOR.
~---------------1 spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
a week. Call 275-1709.
1 year old custom 2 bedroom mob le home'
has carport, screenroom, many extras
close to UCF, Assumable morgage. Call
. "RESUMES"
282-4800 after 5:00pm or on campus ext
2471 ask for Richard.
$$MONEY$$
Why pay betewen $65-$100
SAILBOAT: Newport 16' Daysaller w/traller.
When you can have a
Excellent cond, many extras, (Sailbag, 2.5
Earn It with us
professional resume
engine, anchor, oar). $1650, 831-5941, 282Temporary positions available in:
designed and typed
3974.
for

for sale

help wanted

1981112 Suzuki 750. Black, fairing, new tires,
cruise control, maintained. $1800. Call 6475150.
Jon Boat 14ft. 9112 Evinrude motor, $500 or
best offer. Cali James 365-3928 or UCF ext
2471.
Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-48~ after
Spm.
Lotus bass guitar with case-brand new.
$155/best offer. Call 273-1014after 4pm.
Old Gibson Les Paul custom w/case $550
OBO. Music Man Guitar AMD 112RD W/EVM
speaker 100 watts RMS. $350 OBO. Call John
628-1016.

.•DEMO/MARKETING• •STENOS•
·TYPISTS· • WORD PROCESSORS.
"DICTAPHONE" ·sECRETARIEs·
•LABOR/WAREHOUSE• •RECEPTION•

Work 1 day a week or longer.
Full pay every Friday. Many
bonuses and benefits. Excellent
pay. Cali for an appointment.

NO FEE

NO CONTRACT

MANAGING EDITOR - Future Newspaper
I screen reliable roommates, call Sue at has an opening for student with editing and
layout skills. This salaried position gives
282-8126.
practical experience , a must for prospective journalists. Call 275-2601 to set up an in·
Female roommate wanted for 2bdrm/2bath terview or drop by the future Editorial Of·
duplex close to UCF. Washer/dryer flee.
·
$187.50/mo. for rent. Call 2n-7296.
Have fun while you earn money. Male or
female service attendants, cashiers, and
bartenders wanted. Must be 18 years of
age or older. Hourly wage plus tips. Please
apply at Chuck E Cheese's Pizza Time
Theatre, 1997 Aloma Ave , Winter Park.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bedroom
apt. Wash/dryer.microwave 21hbath close OVERSEAS JOBS - summer/year round .
Europe,S.Amer .. Australla,Asla . All fields .
to UCF. To inquire-call 282-9693.
$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info .
.,__ _ ___;._.;._..~~-------1 Write IJC, Box 52·FL4 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
•

Do you need student housing? Call Sue at
282-8126.

·carpool
'
- -- THINK CHRISTMAS!! Want to see Mom & Dad
in N.Y. state (or on the way)? I have 3 seats
available in my car. Much cheaper than
flying! Call John at 671-4803 after 6pm .

$20

Your choice of white
or ivory paper, black,
brown, or blue Ink.

. personal~
Wendi & Barbie,
You are the GREATEST Lil Sls's ever!! Your
Big Sis loves you lots!!!!

Call
Hard Copy
2n-6930

.

.servtces

1221 N. Mills Ave. 896-2665

roommates· ·

4 bedroom house Park Manor Estates.
With in_5 miles of UCF. $525/mo . plus utilities.
Call 282-4483.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment. Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
avallable to campus. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Pr9cesslng Service
2n-6930.

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

Tel. order desk $4.00/$8.50 per hour. New
8ft.-long couch In decent shape. If Central Park office. Morn or even . will train .
reupholstered would look great. Asking $35. 857-9099 Mr. Chappell. .
Call Larry at 282-8229.
SPORTS EDITOR - Future Newspaper is acIs it true .you can buy Jeeps for $44 through cepting applications for this salaried
the U.S. Government? Get the facts today! position . Qualifications Include an ability to
write, an Interest In sports, and some ex.Call (312)742-1142 ext 689.
perience at editing and laying out a
newspaper. Pick up applications at the
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Future Editorial Office in the art complex.

Share 2bdrm/2bth Apt, 10 min from UCF.
Pool & cable. Nice location . $195/mo. plus
112utll ($15-30). Avail/Jan 1, male or female.
Call Dave 678-9951, or 275-2133.

Professional
quality
typing,
word
processing, term papers, resumes, 24 hour
turnaround. Competitive rates. Call Virginia
at 423-5588.

1------------------.
typists
TYPING on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. $1 .25/page. Call
Pam 671-0924.

TERM PAPERS BY TELEPHONE. Dictate your
term papers directly into our equipment
from your home. Your push-button phone
will.enable you to edit, fast forward , rewind ,
Furnished Apts. 2bdrm/2bth 2/3people $375; etc . Completed work w/in 48 hours. Call for
$400 . Central
Air/Dish· info & instructions . 629-6356 , Letters
4 people
washer/Laundry room. 3600 Khayyam Ave Unlimited .
273-0768.

Room for rent. Private entrance . Call 282·
2440 2 miles from UCF.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time . Term
Apartment 2bed/1bath. Across from UCF. papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc .
Call 275-3439.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc .,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
1386
NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRAN- Bea , 678·
·
CE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth . Spacious living rm . &
kitchen , with all new appl iances , quiet, Typing.Accurate.Fast & Reasonable . Minor
$400 plus deposit. lmmed . occupancy. Editing , IBM Sel. II. Al l types of work. UCF EmCall 365-6625.
pl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6874 after 6pm .

.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for
error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available - 671·
3007.

BIKE REPAIRS - Professional repair on all
makes. Few hour service. FR.EE ESTIMATES.
University VIiias Apts. (Next to Haystack).
Greg 275-0975.

Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience a t low. rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
.
Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1 .50/pg . Call Don, 678-3173.

ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/800/432-8517.

Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

ABORTION 'sERVICES, b irth control informotion, pregnancy tests and counseling .
VD screening , low cost, confidential ser~
vices.

PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
Counseling and guidance available to
unmarried parents of all faiths. No fee.
Assistance with arrangements for pre-natal
care, housing and planning for child.
Counseling for unwed fathers. Adoption
placement service available: Twenty years
in Central Fl. Completely confidential. Call
Catholic Social Services 894-8888.

Expert typing - Term papers,theses,reports,resumes,etc. IBM typewriter; good rates.
Call Teresa at 869-0684.
• • •WORD PROCESSING• •TYPING* * EDmNG• • •
Superior quality work guaranteed . You are
very important to me. For V.l.P. attention to
your typing needs contact JUDY for VIP
business services, 7 days a week, from SAM·
10PM. Phone 273-5298.

.

-

UCF Students.Daytona Beach area . Call
me:JAN for all your typing needs. Former
ENG/SPN, CRIM. JUS/SOC. Majors; many
years exp . in legal/adm . fields. Student
Rates, Paper/cover FREE. 253-0678 Mon-Fri
10-5, weekends 767-2281 .
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

Typing/word Processing . Thesis, Reports ,
Resumes, etc . High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus . Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve.
Typing term paper-s, resumes, theses, legal ,
statistical , letters, etc . Also editing . All work
guaranteed. Call 293-0623. .
·Typing service available , 11 years ex:
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise , 2756257.

~cs
1!:oc
~ ·1()1 . .
:

C:Lrntc

lndl~ldual Cont tdentlal.COun.sel1~
. Gynecologists
·sp~aker Service

'2233 LEE.Ro. WINTER PARK
·

ff

62e--.o4Cfs:

To!I ~re~ aoa-432~sa~·
6RLANOO &WINTERPARK
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The News
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'

NiteRock
Does UCF play rock music? yes,
every night from 11 pm to 2am. Your
rock-n-roll alternative is here on campus- Nite Rock 89.9fm.
Campus Directory
The new campus directories are in
and you can get yours at the SC Main
Desk.

KING OF THE
SNIGLETS

,~;.
RICH HALL
Comedian

IN CONCERT

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18~ 8:00 .PJ\t1

SCA

-SEE THE CONCERT WITH 25¢ STROH'S
ALL NIGHT LONG
HRPP'(

rnAN6S:.

°""'"NfJf•

$3.00 StD. $5.00 G.P.
HAVE YOU
·DISCOVERED
IT YET?
Come and discover
Puerto Rico with us;
Friday December 2
at 7:30p.m.

SOL
*Music *Door Prizes
*Beverages
*Lots of Fun

veryone is invi
erto Rican & American
Social & Cultural Club

. Sat. NOv.1910:00 p.m.

DERBY BASH
· CAMPUS WIDE PARTY

:/~ UNLIMITED BEER
$2.50 guys $2.00 girls
UCF's LARGEST POST-GAME PARTY EVER•••

ACU-1 TOURNAMENTS
December 2,3,4
Backgammon Darts
Chess
Double Table
Billards
Tennis
SINGLE TABLE TENNIS
GOING ON NOW.

KICK-OFF Party & Sign-ups
November 18 - · · ,-

Free gifts from SKOAL & OLD MILWAUKEE . .
Finals for table tennis
· ·"~,.,
·MARK RYAN-Chess Wizard 11-2 .flJ¥ .
D!:RBY 1983

· t~~!:;;~~f

. trophy to anyone who beats him

.\I

FOR MORE INFO CALL 2611
.

·10l«Lt

uu1 waufiee
__J

.

MEN OF UCF CALENDAR

Knight Out
-

Pre Sale $4.00
Pho,,.: 13051 198-4;071

CONWAY BICYCLE CENTr:R
S.f91 · Ac.C4'UO ' ••' · Pe t ta · Se· 1r iu
Hou11 T· Y\ 1 6-6 f 1-6 Si t . ~~
Clo...C Sun & Mon .

•13(µ0 E. Curry Ford Rd.
Orl1ndo. Fl 32806.

'

$6.00 Regular ·

The Inn Pub
3910 Alafaya Trail

CARRIE
NATIONS

TAVERN
Oun H1nheb

o.,,.,

11636 E. Highwoy 50 273-.4297
(fo!rwoy Shopping Center)

Proud sponsors of the MEN OF UCF CALENDAR.

10-8 :30 M-F
10-5 :00 So\I .

• ORLAN DO
COLUP-.IAL , LAZ A

A<t"'' """'' Acinn.,
&•JV~'

Paee 15

-- All Quiet on the Western Front
Nov. 30
EN AUD
BURT REYNOLDS & GOLDIE HAWN

8:30

Nov.18
EN AUD
Nov. 20
SCA

-

8:30

·TfY6'-' co1414

see

\\thatihear
Dec.2&4
EN AUD

8:30
Dec. 9&11
8:30
RESTRICTED ··~>
UNOIR 11 A!QUJA!S ACCOMPAN!ING
PARENT OA IOUL 1 GUAROIAN

EN AUD

GOING·SKllNG ?
1

Snowshoe W. Va.
~andatory Information Meeting

WED DEC 30 8:00
Cafeteria

Balance Due Dec. 1

1\jl~

c

PREGAME PARTY
· Knight Out Pub Nov. 19
Money due by Dec; 7
--

;.;.

BEER

I.OWENBRAU
Presents

•

••
SYllP()SllJll
ON llUII1lN lllGil'l'S--.
,Thursday, Dec. 8
· · 8:00p.m. SCA
Featuring: Wilber L. Lew
UNA Preside·n t
on the universal Declaration
of·Human Rights
Resvanieh Collestan
.Chairman- Bahai Community of Central Florida
on Human Rights around the world
Bruce Gagivon
Executive Secretary of
Florida Coalition of Nuclear Weapo_ns Freeze ·
on Human Rights and Nuclear Warfare

NOV28&29
6:00 & 8:30

KNIGHT'S DEN Cl.NEMA PUB.

Dr. Donald Wyatt- Retired Professor
on Human Rights and Amnesty International

Bere~ lo good friends.

in conjunction with the Dec. 1OUniversal Day
·
of Human Rights

1aritfllAlfWf'blNU'll'rUlr MJl1JtUfW';

a)WPW WllUUlU..nscoMSlll

18
Best Friends
8:30 EN AUD

Ft Lewis

Rich Holl

DERBY BASH

ACU8d Tourneys

23

22

20

Thonksglvln Holidays

Coors Turtle Race

Best Friends
8:30SCA

27

28

The Shining
6:008'8:30

Knight's Den

Knight's Den
Sponsored by
Lowenbrou

Sponsored by
Lowenbrou

4
If you Could See
What I Hear
. 8:30EN AUD

5

1

30

29

!he Shining
6:00&8:30 ··

2

8:30ENAUD

8:30ENAUD

7
Dove Rudolf
Concert
SC Green

BethuneCookmon Gome

If you Could See
What I Hear

All Quiet on the
Western Front ·

6

25

24

U.N.
H~mon

Rights
Symposium

9

8

Lady Choterly's
Lover

8:30EN AUD
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O'Keefe teaches to be able to travel
by Vivian N. Katz
After the News editor

UCF communication professor.. M. Timothy O'Keefe is
disappointed that he took pictures of the Port Salines airfield in Grenada, sent it to
several publications and was
ignored, only to be scooped on
t he story by the U.S. government. But then, who takes a
college professor seriously
nowadays?
O'Keefe's students do, as
he is an accomplished,
photographer as well as a
feature writer fot such hardy
publications as Florida Sportsman and
Sports Afield.
O'Keefe teaches a diversified
selection of courses for the
Communication Department,
classes like Feature Writing
and Communication Law,
Popular CUlture and Critical
Writing.
O'Keefe loves his teaching
job for two excellent reasons
it enables him to spend his
free time traveling and

photographing and it keeps
him young. He says he learns
as much from his students as
they learn from him and he
appreciates the challenges a
college professor at a growing
state university faces today.
Probably the part of the job
he dislikes most is the advis-

ing; with · graduation requirements changing as
quickly as they are learned.
The bearded bachelor,
recently turned 40, graduated
from the first college in the
nation to offer a journalism
program, Washington and
Lee University. He received

his Ph.D. in Mass Communication at 25, from the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. O'Keefe was
·offered the ·chairmanship of
that department 10 years
ago, ·but didn't accept it because
he felt he wasn't ready. Now, he
isn't sure.if he would become a
department chairman because
of the time-consuming
bureaucracy involved in such
a position.

O'Keefe's office is cluttered
but that is because he is involved in so many activities.
Years of travel have
contributed
to
his
disorganization, but have
brought about a great deal of
personal fulfjllment.
O'Keefe described the
Great Pyramids of Egypt as
"awesome" and once thought
of returning for an extended
visit. He has also taken
photojournalism journeys to
the Soviet Union, China,

Africa, Australia and the
jungles of the Amazon. Of
China he says, "I would like
to travel the entire length of
the Great Wall, a venture that
would take at least six
months. Actually, I would
like to do something that's
never been done." With that
statement, he laughs and
says, "Travel writing can be
rough.''
O'Keefe's real love was
once broadcasting, "but I
talked like I had a mouth full
of mush." He is now considering going into video ·recording, since it's a lot easier
than photography. He says,
"You can get away with a lot
of mistakes the action will
cover it.''
The faculty adviser for
Sigma Delta Chi-Society of
Professional Journalists on
campus would certainly like
to see more students involved
in that organization as well as
at the Future newspaper. He
is surprised that many
O'Keefe, page 21

Directory makes for varietal reading
by Wayne Starr
After the New staff

''The new phone book is
here! The new phone book is
here!!"
Steve Martin said it in The
Jerk and he's i:ight-the new
phone book is here-the UCF
phone book that is.
Beginning with Stephen
Aagesen and working your
way to Theresa Zylkowski,
there's a lot of interesting
things you can learn by thumbing through the 15,000 or so
names.
Most of you probably
thought your classmates were
just like you-Joe Average.
Not so. There are lots of
celebrities among us.

There are TV personalitiesDavid
Hartman,
Sara
Purcell, Johnny Carson;
singers-Anne Murray,
Carole King; actors-Dennis
Weaver, Richard Thomas,
Robert Young, Nancy
Walker; radio personalitiesPaul
Harvey,
Larry
King;
a football player
(Dan Marino); a novelist
(Stephen King); a Supreme
Court justice (William Brennan); a vice president (George
Bush); and even two
presidents-John Adams and
Jimmy Carter.
UCF is not as small town as
you might think. Not
everybody is a Central Floridian. The whole world is
represented-cities like

Boston (Doris, Robert),
Casablanca (Maria), Houston
(Jewel, Paul, Tammy), San
Juan (Sara), and Washinton
(Deborah, Dorothy); countries
like France (Brian, Jamison),
Holland (ten of those), Ireland
(Robin, Thomas) and Israel
(Loren). And while the earth
has only one moon, UCF has
two-Connie and Donna.
Agatha Christie likes to
blame it on the Butler, but
which one, when there's seven ·
of them. Or maybe the culprit
is one of the four painters, 12
Cooks or 12 Carpenters. But
don't count out the three Maj ors, 11 Bishops, three
Shoemakers or the Sailor
(James). My hunch though, is
Linda. the Outlaw.

by

Better practice up on your
bowing and curtsying
because there's royalty
among us. At last count there
were four Princes, two Queens
and 25 Kings-not to mention
three Popes and 13 Knights.
Becky and Don don't · need
fancy titles-they're already
Noble.
UCF could renew the old
Hatfield-McCoy feud. Take
the McCoys; they outnumber
the Hatfields 9-3.
There's more to do on campus than just studying and
losing money to the selfservice post office. After driving out here in your Ferrari
(Neal), you can walk along one
of our seven Beaches, doing a
little bird watching. You may

see' a Cardinal (Arlene, Brian),
a Crow (Christie, Murray), a
Finch (Dennis, Mary,
Sandra), a Hawk (Jeffrey) or

J~

The play, Written in 1928
by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur, depicts political
corruption, bumbling police,
and the love-hate relationships the newspapermen have
with their jobs. It is the story
of a reporter trying to quit his
job to run off and get married,
but getting caught up in a
breaking story. Although the
produetion was much too long
at three hours, the cast provided an entertaining, albeit
uneven, per.formance.
Hildy Johnson, the reporter
torn between rus love for his
girl and the job he finds
disgustingly irresistible, was

Jervis

After the News staff

Vlnh Nguyen Xuan/Future

UCF students act out 1920s newspaper drama, "The Front Page," at University Theater.

As the convicted murderer
cowered, hidden in the roll-top desk, a horde of excited
reporters poured into the
room. Hildy Johnson, the
scoop-seeking reporter that
had hidden the man in the
desk, ever so casually put his
hands in his pockets and amid
the bedlam, with a Cheshire
cat grin on his face, inquired
of his competitors, "Any
news?" Sardonic wit of this
type abounded in the UCF
University Theater's production of the The Front Page, a
drama tic comedy set in the
l 920's.

Names, page 21

Play, page 20

~
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Skate-bike a fun vehicle,
good transport for students
by Richard Truett
After the News staff

Tim Barto/Future

Bill O'Neill Jr. demonstrates skate-bike.

I ts appearance is a startling
contradiction to the rules of
self-mobility: a bicycle with
skateboard wheels, or is that
a skateboard with bicycle
wheels?
Called the skate-bike, it
comes equipped with · ·the
following standard features:
two regular skateboard
wheels, ten-speed style handbrakes, a comfortable seat,
slick black paint job and the
ability to attract attention
wherever one peddles it.
The going retail price is $120
and, aside from a preposterous
.appearance, could become a.
viable means of wheeling
about a scenic campus.
Consider:
a decent tenspeed or Boss Cruiser could
cost as much as $275, a decent skateboard could cost as
much as $180. And those are

the only two vehicles one can use a backpack or knapsack.
traverse our lovely campus So far, Bill O'Neill and his
on.
father have delivered about
The skate-bike is so new 250 units statewide, mostly
that it is not available in on college campuses.
stores. It is available through
UCF student Bill O'Neill
One of the best attributes
who, along with his father, of the skate-bike is that is it
discovered the skate-bike portable-one can take it into
while on vacation in Califor- the classroom and it would
nia.
not be in the way. Will the
Both O'Neill's, in fact, own skate-bike go the way of the
exclusive distribution rights Slinky, hoolahoop, and yo-yo?
to the skate-bike in the Or will the skate-bike become
southeast portion of the U.S. a lasting addition to the
Although it takes a few American way of recreation?
minutes of practice, it is really quite easy to ride.
In a matter of minutes one
can zigzag in and out of traffic, tormenting motorists. All
one has to do is lean forward
slightly and peddle; centrifugal force and the laws of
physics make this contraption a smooth ride. Carrying
books is no problem--if you

A1A plays Southern rock
/

by Mit ch Varnes

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE .E.ASY
V.OU'LL LOVE us
I

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
UCF campus. We have
spacious parking, .fast drive in
tellers and two CITIZENS 24 HR
automated tellers in Oviedo
and at UCF in the ATM building.
All to make banking easy for
. you.

Everything you will ever need
.from a Full Service Bank is
yours at ...

After the News

A taste of music, Florida
style, came to UCF
Nov. 9, when the AlA
band played out on the Student Center Green in .its
first Orlando appearance. ·
A longtime favorite local
band in Brevard County, the
group brought its act inland as part of the fall entertainment series arranged by
the Program and Activities
Council.
Hailing from Melbourne
The AlA Band, left to right: Sam Mudd: bass, v~; Rick Beach, this four-man group
Carrol: drums; Mark Baker: guitar, vocals; and Gary Hollenbeck: plays everything from blues
lead guitar.
to Jimmy Buffet, with a passion for Southern boogie.
Lead guitarist Gary
Hollenbeck's guitar riffs
, highlighted the show and
blended smoothly with the
Southern drawl of singerguitarists Mark Baker and
Sam Mudd.
and
The Acetones, the new
wave version of AlA, were
139 North Central Ave.
201 W. Mitchell Hamock Rd.
originally schedule4 to play,
Oveido 365--7835
Oviedo 365·7418
(24 hour number)
but backed out due to personnel problems. At any
•Complete auto and
•Complete 24 hr. towing
rate,
AlA provided a plealight truck repairs
and road service
sant change from the Top 40
sounds we hear everyday.
~'

•.~>

AUTO WORRIES?

Mitten's Auto
Service
-&

Lamar's Towing
Mitten's Auto Body

Just a few minutes from campus
7

Holiday Hair
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Solo Years a challenge for George and Ringo
by Richard Truett
After the News staff

Solo success did not come
easy for any of the Beatles.
Together, John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harrison
and Ringo Starr were the
mos t successful show
business phenomenon ever.
Apart, however, each encountered trouble spots along
the way t o solo stardom.
But the talent and creativi·
ty that was evident in their
work together was developed
in different ways once alone,
with Starr taking the biggest
chance by going into film pro-duction.
Starr's movi~
Caveman, is certainly one of
the biggest has been movies
of our time, but it was Star.r's .
concentrated effort t o go
beyond what he had done
with the Beatles that counts.
In this two part series, the
Future examines the highs
and _lows ·9f the Solo Years,
taking the first look at Harrison and Starr.
McGartney and Lennon's
Solo Years will appear in the
Dec.,2 issue of the Future.
George Harrison
In December 1968, the first
solo album by a Beatle appeared: W onderwall by Harrison. It was about as successful as the Titanic. In May
1969, the second solo album

_b y a Beatle appeared: Electronic Sound by Harrison. It
was ab·out as successful as the
Hindenburg. Wonderwall, a
soundtrack album, suffered
from shoddy production and
lack of promotion; it was instantly forgotten. Electronic
Sound was exactly that, electronic sound. Considered
avant garde at the time, it
could induce catatonia to a
herd of stampeding cattle; it
also was instantly forgotten.
When the Beatles officially
called it quits in early 1970,
Harrison was first again with
a solo album. All Things
Must Pass landed him many
firsts: stardom, fame," two
million selling singles, ''What
Is Life," t he No. 1 smash
"My Sweet Lord" and a
la wsuit. Ce r tain people
pointed out that "My Sweet
Lord" resembled the old Chiffon tune " He's So Fine" a little too closely. It would be
years before that ugly legal
knot would finally become untie-d, costing the rock star $5
million for unintentional
plagiarism. Undaunted, Harrison continu~d. His next
release, The Concert For
Bangla Desh, featured Harrison, Starr, Leon Russell,
Bob Dillan, Eric Claptan, and
the group Badfinger. It was a
smash.
Living In The Material

Answers to Rock & Roll Trivia Quiz Dec. 9 in After the
News.

John, Paul, George and Ringo as the Beatles.
World, released in 197 3 yielded Harrison his second No. 1
ditty "Give Me Love-Give
Me Peace On Earth." The
next year he was at it again
with "Dark Horse." In 1975,
Harrison formed his own
record label and the hits kept
coming; "This Song,"

"Crackerbox Palace" and
"Blow Away" to name a few.
Of late, Harrison has been
penning t:unes for others, producing here and there, and
has gotten into the business
end of movies. Always
creative, resourceful and low
key, Harrison had done quite

well for himself. It is hard to
imagine what the Beatles
would have been like without
him.
Ringo Starr
In April 1970, Ringo launched his solo career with a collection of '50s tunes called
Solo, page 23
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JOIN THE

Optical Outlets
. ">dlab-

11~~15~1:~~-

()ff.,

affi
ROJ/
--

Ask for rebate coupon
when you come in. Offer
expires Jan. 15, 1984.

~-rCIMitrom

cWaulfJ"'.
Tradit ional becomes
the ·newest rage

Suggested Retail

s35

Our Price

s25

AN ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX
3()5.629·4 779
J J WHISPERS
5100 AOANSON ST

(coiner o f Lee Rd & Adonson ) ORLANDO. FL 32804 .

MONDAY NITE CLUB
WEAR YOUR J.J. WHISPERS BUTTON

BAUSCH & LOMB (j)

CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE

WINGS™

Great looking metal frames

The hottest new style
in sunglasses

Suggested Retail

Suggested Retail

s41to 66

sso

Our Prices

Our Frice

S28tos44

$1~3

5

The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical quality, glare
protection and light control , completely
free of distortion.
You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

1

A Great Christmas
Gift Idea ...
Ray-Ban sunglasses make a
great Christmas gift for family
or friends. And Bausch & Lomb's
current rebate offer makes this
the ideal time to buy. This
rebate further reduces by $5
our prices on all Ray-Ban
sunglasses. including those
featured here .

Your best buy in 'sight.

Optical Outlets
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

• FREE ADMISSION
• $1 .00 QFF ALL DRINKS
• PRIZES AND SURPRISES
i\10N[)AY NITE CLUB BUTTOf'.:S A\' t\ll ...\BLE ...\T DOOR FOR S2 .00

MONDAY,. NOVEMBER 21

UCF NIGHT
PICK UP FREE BUTTONS ON THE GREEN
11 a.m . to 3 p .m. I FREE BEER
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Front Page staff covers a late-breaking scoop.
beautifully played by Joel
Hawkins. Hawkins carried
out the role with comic book
flair, gesturing wildly and

bounding energetically about of sincerity and sarcasm.
the stage. The- entire story
Wanda Speer-Skinner was
pivots around the Johnson good as Molly Malloy, a procharacter and Hawkins in- stitute who had befriended
je~ted just the right amounts the killer. She played the part

with a harsh intensity, alternately appearing tough and
vulnerable.
Don VanDingen turned in
·an amusing performance as
Bensinger, a paranoid
reporter afraid of catching
germs from everyone he's
near. VanDingen gave his
character a sort of bookish,
smug attitude-kind of like
the guy whose homework you
always wanted to copy.
John Ceconi over-played his
part as the inept sheriff. He
said his lines too forcefully,
and stumbled over some of
them. It seemed as if he was
trying very hard to make a
mountainous lead out of a
molehill role.
Brian Moore was hysterical
in his small part as the
e_scaped murderer. He ;was all
mousy and afraid of his own
shadow. His funniest lines
were deliyered from inside the
desk, which he stayed in for
part of the second act, the en·
tire second intermission, and
most of the third act.
The play was the first given

c:;-c~

~_/~''l

~ TALE OF THE TAPE
,

Height:
10.16 cm
2A1 kilograms
Weight:
Stride:
6.35 cm
Length:
20.32 cm
,Best Clocking:_ Broke the
3 minute meter
(3/20/81)

THE WORLD FAMOUS

COORS UGHT RACING TUKl'LE
TAKES ON ALL COMERS
BRING YOUR OWN RACING TURTLE
. -· AND TAKE ON SILVER BULLET!
DATE: 11/ZJ TIME: ll-2 PLACE: _ U&F____ See your carr~pus rep for entry form.
You can get your turtle at
PRIZES! Winning turtle and trainer
get picture in paper.

© 1982 Adolph Coors Co Golden Colorado 80401

at the newly renovated
University Theater. Most of
the exterior looks the same as
the old Science Auditorium,
with some sprucing up done
in the seating area. New
dressing rooms, classrooms
and the Black Box (an experimental theater) have been
added.
The set, designed by
Charles Chapman, was attractive and authentic looking.
Chapman utilized an antique
typewriter and old filrniture
to evoke a '20s feel. The
telephones were another
-story. They were made o~t of
foam or plastic and their obvious fakeness continually
detracted attention from the
story.
Unfortunately, director
Marilyn McKay chose not to
remove the many racial slurs ·
from the script. In the name
of historical -accuracy she
decided to let them remain, in
order to let the audience have
a more exact feel for the time
the play was set.
Three disclaimers were given
for the language of the show,
one on the wall in the lobby,
one given vocally befor~ the
first act, and another in the program. The wordin~ of the
disclaimer in t he program
was patronizing t o the
reading
t hat
audience,
"a
discriminating
and
thoughtful audience" should
realize that "things have
changed for better.'' Rubbing
the egos of the audience is no
way to excuse the inclusion of
harsh racial terms rarely
heard in civilized circles. The
profanity was profuse also,
but nothing worse than what
is currently on ~levision.
One woman in attendance said she wished
they hadn't used the terms,
but "it wasn't anything I
don't hear everyday."
The choice of The Front
Page for the first production
in the new theater is curious.
Due to its setting it attracted
mostly middle-aged and older
couples, with few students in_
attendance. The audience size
was healthy the first few performances, but it dwindled
drastically by the closing. .
Some of the more mundane
aspects of the theater need
some work. For example, the
box office is merely a table in
the middle of the lobby. When
patrons enter the theater it's
· confusing for a moment as to
where to go for tickets or in. formation. In addition, dur·
ing the first intermission
refreshments were neither
sold not given awaydonations were requested.
Many people found that pretty tacky.
Casting for parts in the
University Theater's productions are open to the public.
Many of the players in The
Front Page looked older than
the average college student.
The next presentation of
the University Theater will be
a musical, which will be named some time in January.
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O' Keefe- 1r ni page 11 Names------------- trom page 11.
0

students don't •take advantage of th:e experience and
contacts involved in becoming a journalist that these
organizations can offer.

one of six Peacocks.

there, don't forget to Shave . . . . . . .
(Deborah, Stanley) and Hope
(Drew, Harriett, Mark) you
don't develop a Rash
(Elizabeth). Be Wise, Smart

Then how about a dip in the
Pool (Linda), .. or some time
tossing Pennies (N gaio,
Simon) or Nickels (Heather,
Vision problems have Kevin) in Sylvia, the Pond.
plagued O'Keefe for years, You can _afford to do that if (Jeri, John, Mamie) and
(Andrew,
Nancy,
but he more recently suffered you're Charles, John, or Swift
Othellus)-remember
to
from a detached retina that Karla-they're Rich, but not
·Wash
(Kathy)
so
you
don't
if
you're
Daniel-he's
Poor.
forced him to · grow a beard
because the vibrations from Perhaps he can ask Melanie, look Haggard (Christine, Jahis electric razor were the Banker, for a loan. Or nean) or smell like a Bridge
dangerous. He has groW11 at- track down Gary, George or (Robert). Be Handy (Peyton),
tached to the beard and plans Willie since they've got the · develop a Hobby (Karen,
to keep it for quite a while Bonds. Susan may be able to Wendell) and wear fresh
help him out since ~he's as Haines (Henry, Kathleen,
longer.
good as Gold, while Nina's Lawrence) Daily (William).
It is these visual problems got the Cash.
Follow these simple rules and
that forced O'Keefe to consider alternate ways of makHungry? How· about some you should be a Good (Mark)
ing a living in the event his fruit and cereal for breakfast. Husband (Robert, Thomas)
eyesight fails. "The worst You can choose from Cherries who isn't Gross (eight types)
part is that I cannot read as (Alice, Laura, Robert) or or a Crook (Donna, Karen,
much as I ·would lik~, since 1 Lemons (Richard, Jessica) .Kimberly).
that would put further while Mr. Kellogg, Steven
pressure on my eyesight._''
himself, can supply the
On the other Hand
Special K or Raisin Bran.
(Lorrie), I may be full of- Bull
. (Thomas).
O'Keefe is currently seekDon't
be
in
a
Rush
(Mary,
For your own perusal, UCF
ing a publisher for his first
Noreen)
to
get
to
the
phone
books are available at
children's book-The First
Underwater · Christmas. So Whitehouse-just ask Brent the Student Center Main
what it's like. Before· going Desk.
far, the going has been rough
for this venture, but O'Keefe
says he may just publish it
- V~ ~d SaltSg~ver~ A~tom~y :
himself. He couldn't even get
Jacques Cousteau to write a
-:P~rs_o119l Injury and Wrongful Death.
forward for the book, because
Defective Product Injuries
Cousteau doesn't get involv.;
-Criminal Law -·
ed in fictional writing.
. ·: Initial CQnsultation
available Withaut charge ..
Photography is still
O'Keefe's main interest, an
16 West Pine Street
interest he developed in third
Oi:land~, Florid8 ·ta~~) 841-0342
grade with a Kodak Box
Camera. "One of my best
friends in high school got me
WHY PAY
interested in 35inm, but I
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
never learned darkroom procedure.'' He attributes his
GO DIRECT TO THE
success as a photographer to
SPEC~ALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
his patience, imagination and
diverse interests. He · exhibited and sold some
photographs at last year's
Winter Park Art Festival but
would never do the same
. RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
again. "I sold enough, but not
enough to justify three days
of sheer boredom-I missed
the whole festival."

-

,,\·$.12.00 and UP

o~~~·· 10% Discount with

UCF ID Cardi
11815 E Colonial Dr Orlando, FL 32826

0

llllCll,1

· 0 'Keefe is proud to be a '
card-carrying member of the
Society of American Travel
Writers, an organization that ·
requires careful scrutiny from
current members to be accepted as one of them. He
regrets not being able to attend this year's national convention in Israel, with side
trips to Egypt being offered.
Alas, the hazards of a college
professor's life prevail.

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADlATORS, .
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
.CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

Two Fi1t1ers®
Tequda
.sponsors the
Jimmy Buffett
Tour. ·

10662 E. Colonial Dr.· 2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

Orlando
275-9327

630 Clifton st
Pine Hills
291-9347

:..11 ·o .
.es1g~s~

Aristotr~t
.
.
~•.1. ....."~ ..
. ~-·r-'

(Next to Jewelry Store)
UNIVERSITY.SQUARE
CALL 671-HAIR
~· ED KEN Mon & Fri 9-6 Sat 9-5
~
Tues, Wed & Thurs 9-7

15A
Univ.
Square

x

Univ. Blvd.

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S,M,L or
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.
B~rea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two Fingers

is all it takes.
IO 1983 TWO FINGERS TEQUILA · llO PROOF IM PORTED & BOTTLED BY HIRAM WALKER INC.. BURl.~.~F.

~_!-)\love1n.berl8,1983
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PROFESSIONAL.

Ratings sweep
-

.

~

Viewers lose as networks gain
by Wayne Starr
After the News staff

This Sunday, Nov. 20, ABC
Television Network will
broadcast The Day After, a
controversial nuclear war
film. At the same time, NBC
will show part one of Kennedy: a JFK miniseries. Both
shows wil attract huge audiences, but not as big as they
should.
Television has, and rightly
so, been called "the vast
wasteland." On a typical
night one i~ normally faced
with choosing between such
weighty fare as Real People,
Whiz Kids and The Fall Guy
(Wednesday), or Jennifer
Slept Here, The Dukes of
Hazzard and Webster (Friday)-all true garbage.
So when somebody .thinks
up something worth watching
for a change, what do they
do? They schedule it at the exact same time one of the other

networks has also scheduled
its blockbuster. The two
shows cancel each other
out-sort of like the election
day adage: If you're going to
vote Democrat and I'm going
to vote Republican, neither
vote counts, so let's go have a
beer instead. As a result, ·
neither show will get the audience it deserves.
Why do networks do this?
Stupidity for one; greed for
another. November is what is
known as a ''sweeps
month"-one of three times a
. year detailed advertising
rates. are set. The · rates
established now will hold for
the next several months, so
each fraction of a Nielsen
point can mean hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Naturally, each network wants to
squeeze as much as possible
out of Coca-Cola, General
Motors,· Smith Barney and
the like, a~d figure the best
way to do that is by showing

its best stuff.
One really can't argue with
that, but one can argue with
the head-to-head competition-especially when an
equitable solution is- readily
available. There are four
weekends in November. Why '
doesn't each network choose
one weekend to show its good
stuff, while the other two
agree not to run anything
special against it. (CBS was
smart-showing Chiefs a
week before The Day After
and Kennedy). The fourth
weekend
can
be
a
freebie-anything goes. That
way, everybody wins. The
networks get their ratings,
and the people get something
decent to watch.

Re'SU

Inter.view ski'f ls & marketirig techniques
Cover letters for profession al acceptance
Proficient typing & ,...w ord processing servi~s. ·
C.areer assessment testing & interpretation
Economical,prompt & guaranteed sat1sfaction
I

.

..flrtandbi
894-7726
IQDsultants. inc.1 · ·
2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlaF')do,FL32806
f w·th current stu ent

m a

· ---:FDTOxmc

1

·

677~5558
e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING

e AMAtEtfR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
~FILM

PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT

e CAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAV PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
·eprofessional print display preparation: mounting,
texturizin9, and spraying.

.

:.Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida-·

Unless, of course, the big
boys at ABC, CBS and NBC
have a deal with Sony, RCA
and the other video cassette
recorder manufacturers, the
deal of the century.

·.

10%Studenf
Discount

I

we use

Kodak paper...
fQra g'oOcflook.

....

11 OPEN ~ -F 10:00-6·00
II SAT 10 00-5.00

II

.____ _ _ _ _____, .
11

.

7436UnJverslfVBlvd.
·
''"lverslty Sq. Shoootng ~I-

Solo--- from page 19
Sentimental Journey. It
thrilled no one. Ready to give
it another try. Starr brandished a guitar and headed to
-Nashville in order to cut a
country album. He enlisted
the aid of Cha,rlie Daniels,
Jerry Reed and Elvis
Presley's back-up group,
The
The J ordinaires.
result-Beaucoups Of Blues.
A single of the same title did
two things: confused people
and stiffed. Making it to No.
87 on the national charts, the
world was just not ready for a
country-crooning, Liverpudlian Starr. His next
adventure, a movie called The
Magic Christian proved a successful effort. Still craving to
make it on his own as a
singer, Starr, in an act of
desperation, resorted to what
be does best- singing pop
songs. And then he got hot. His
fir~t big hit, "It Don't Come
Easy" ironically got his solo
career off the ground. His
third album, 1973's Ringo, is
one of the best post-Beatie
releases, with three No. 1
smashes. The Sergeant Pepperish cover and Starr's
knack for delivering a good
pop tune came shining
through. "Photograph" writ-.
ten by Starr and Harrison,
was his first hit off the album.
"You 're Sixteen," with a
kazoo solo by McCartney,
WP.~. hi.~- -~~qr~q.
"Oh My
My'' was his third.
197 4 's Goodnight Vienna
yielded two more top
tens-"No No Song" and
"Only You." In 1976, Starr
was ·oack in the Top 40 with
"A Dose Of Rock and Roll."
So far in the 80s 'Starr has
made a movie, Caveman, and
released a solo album that
yielded "Wrack My Brain"
written
with
Harrison.
Starr, a man with immense talent (singer, drummer, actor and songwriter).
proved that life for an ex·
Beatie isn't all that bad.

I
~

·- 1~
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E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
solutions to some of the
· Steinmetz was one of
world's toughest problems
the few geniuses concerned
in electronics.
with the practical aspect~
E-Systems is recog-.
of electrical engineering.
nized as one of the world 's
His pragmatic analytical
leading problem-solving
approach led to the decompanies in the design
velopment of efficient
and production of comelectrical power grids as
• munications, data, antenna,
we know them today.·
intelligence and reconScientists and ennaissance systems that are
gineers at E-Systems are
. often the first-of-a-kind in
carrying on in his tradition .
the world .
Through the combination of
For a reprint of the
sophisticated analytical and
simulation techniques, they
Steinmetz illustration and
are evolving optimal syste~,.---

information on career opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana,
Utah or Virginia, write:
Lloyd K..Lauderdale, V.P. ,
Research and Engineering,
E-Systems, Corporate
Headquarters, P. 0.
Box 226030, Dallas,
Texas 75266 .

II E-~~~!.~~~
An equal opportun•tv employer M F H V

Cha~es

Proteus Steinmetz

1865-1923

"

::I
_J
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Daddy's Money:
A Townhome For You.and
Tax-Write Off For Dad
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE

,

A TOWNHOME COMMUNITY

Nicer than a dorm at·less ·c ost
en
0

-------,;-~

Come See What
You Get: .

~

.,...".

)(

)(

'!

......

[o..

E

E

..

0

0

• 2 Br. 21h Bth. Townhome
•991 Square Feet
•Microwave
.
• Clothes Washer & Dryer
•Refrigerator .
•oven
e Dishwasher
Drapes
.

-;

i:ll
G>
Sl

G>

~
·I

SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity.

'

/

Over.$5,000 first year
write-off for Da~. Bring
him by for all the details.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested furn1~ure layout shows function1l use of sp.ace and illustrates
workable traffic pattern. Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be- furnished.

University Blvd.

1m1• • .

a

Cambridge Circle

U<;F

er

~

~.
.

SRSO

Call (305) 273-0990
Rentals- Jan
Investment- John or Dave
Buy or Rent Now

New Units Available Immediately

0 0 D

&

o·rfando

S ·P I R I T S

Palatka, Fl.• Chicago
Waukegan • ·Aurora, II.

"AFTER THE MOVIE" SPECIALS

Something Special Everyday •• ~Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.

~ For

[!]

COCKTAILS
Every Day - 4-7 pm & 9pm to close

Fiesta Night
Thurs. 7 p.m.-Close

•

99 ~ Giant Frozen
•

Margaritas

•

Door Prizes- D .J.
9 p.m.-close

••
2I 1

Cocktails -

, $1. 95 Nachos

*DANCE*
Live o.·J.
9 p'. m. - until. ..
Wed.·, Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.
. Nights

-·~~~ '

GOOD FOOD AT A GOOD PRICE WITH A SMILE

BURGERS & SANDWICHES

WINE LIST
, Blue Nun ....... . .... ..... .. ... .... . Full 6.95
Half3.95
Lancers Rose . ...... . . ... . . .. ... . . .. . Full 5.95
Half 3.45
Ast2 Spumante Champagne .... ... . .. Full 11 .95

SOUPS
French Onion Soup . ... ... .... ... . .. ... . . 1.95
Kelly's Cheese&. Beer
Soup .........•.................... . .. 1.95
Firehouse Chill ... . .. . .. ; ........ . ........ 2.25
Soup of the Day ......................... 1.95

APPETIZERS & SNACKS
f rench Fried Mushrooms .. . .\. ............ 2.45
Zucchini Sticks . . ..... . .. . ... . .......... 2.45
Onion Rings ....... '. .......... . .... .. .. '. 1.95
Cheese Fingers . .. ............. . ......... 2.95
· Chicken finger Snacks ....... . ........•.. 2.95
Assorted Fried Vegetable
,
,
Platter . . . .. ... . ..... .. . . .... . . . ..... : 4.25

SALADS.
Simple Salad ........ . ............. .. ... 1.45
Sr . up & Salad . . . . . .... .. ..... · · · · · · · · · · · 3.25
Chicke n Taco Salad . . .. . . ... . ............ 3.45
S1•inach Salad · .. ... ....... . ........... . . 3.25.
Chefs Salad . .. .. . .... . . .... . ..... · · · · · ·"4.45
Tomato Tampa Style ... ..... . . . .......... 2.95
fresh Fn.:U Plate ... . . . .............. . ... .- 3 .95

POTATO SKINS
Plzze> Skins . . ..... . .. . .... ... ... . ....... 3.95
Kelly's Skins .. .. ... . ........ .. ... . .. ... . 3.95
Cheese & Bacon Skins .................. ' 4 .45
Combo Skins ...... . ...................• 4.45

NACHOS
Beef & Bean Nachos .................... ; 3.25
Chili & Cheese Nachos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 7 5
Chicken Nachbs .................. . ... . . 3.75
Combo Nachos ......................... 3.75

QUICHE
Kelly's Quiche .......................... 3.25
Chicken & Broccoli Quiche ............... 3.25
Quiche of the Day ................... . ... 3.25
Quiche & Soup or Salad ................. . 4.25

KELLY'S FAVORITES
Braised Beef Tips ........................ 3.25
Kelly's Chopper ... . .. . .................. 3 .25
Mushroom Chopper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.45
ChUIChopper ............. . ............. 3.45
Smothered Chicken .... .... ..... ... .. .... 3.95
Polynesian Chicken ...................... 4.25

Pyramid Sandwich . . .... . . : . .. . ..... ... .. 3.4 5
Chicken Sandwich . .................. ... .. ... ... 3. 95
French Dip Sandwich . : . ........ . ..... .: .. 3 .45
Hatn_burger
...................... 2. 95
<:heeseburg~~:::::: : : : : : : : : ::.:.::::-... ~."..
~.~~
Chili-Cheese Burger ..... . ...............:: ......... 3:..4~
Bacon-Cheese Burger ....... .............._.:.:.: ..... 3.9~
Mushroom Burger ..........._...................... 3.75-Deluxe Burger .................................--:-:3.95 ·

-.=-: ..

DINNER SPECIALTIES
All dinners inClude choice of baked potato (after 5 µ. m. )
french fries er rice pilaf. soup or salad. and fresh baked
flowe .· pot brea<:l.

Chicken Finger Dinner . ............ ...... 5.95
B·B·Q Chicken Breitsts .............: ....: ....... 6.95·
Smothered Steak ......... . .. ...... ...... 7. 95
Top Sirloin ....... . ..................... 8.95
Teriyakl Sirloin ......... : ...... : ......... 8.95
Steak & Chicken ........................ 8. 95

DESSERTS
Grasshopper Pie .... ." ....... . ........:.-.::·:~:.-~·25
Kelly's Mud Pie .................................. 2.25
Mother's Cheese Cake ............................ 1.45··
Kelly's Killer Chocolate
Sundae .... . ....... . .... . ................... 3.95

FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINES &:

ROBINSON'S

Future-Novem

YOUR HOLIDAY HEADQUARTERS .
FOR ILL YOUR'\Uan1Csgi~~JJY
FESTIVE FOODS
THIS ID EFFECTIVE THROUBH THllllBlllll DIY

HYDE PARK
GRADE A
QUICK
FROZEN .

"-·

TURKEYS
SILF·BASTING
18··22 LB. AVG. SIZE

LB.64¢

GRADE
LYKES

LB.

TURKEYS •••••••••• 88cLa.
(:

54
¢
54
¢
48 .

8

C::

. ''TENDER AGEP''

LB.s2

·

YOU CAN SELECT FROM HOLIDAY
MEAT FAVORITES, CANNED HAMS,
CORNISH HENS, TURKEY ROASTS
'\.~";09/ AND BREASTS. VIRGIN~A COUNTRY
~ HAM, DUCKLINGS, WHICH WILL
GIVE AN ADDITIONAL FLAIR TO
YOUR HOLIDAY BUFFET.

.CONFECTiONEiR1
ORDIR FROM 4

ROUSDA
ASTE
I
GRAD

1 28

PRE-COOKED W

1 28
2 08

INCLUDES:
1 Q
1 CAN C

.P UMPKIN PIES
.

USDA GRA~

AND AP.PLE PIES ,

/; ~~

PRECOOKED

8 INCH SIZE

WEIGHT

18to20LBS

s1.68.

Ro~

TUI
~

INCLUDES: 3 0
2 QT.
2 CAN CRANB

8 PIECE

I FAVORITE FDR ·THE HOLIDlYS
POTATO· ROLLS ••• oozfl.S •
FRESH BIKED 18 OZ. LOAF
·
ITALIAN BREAD •••••••••
JUST LOADED WITH FRUIT
FRUIT STOLLEN ••• HcH S

1 38

BUCIET D~RI MEAT (D

FRIED CHICKEI
LYIES UTRDPIClll
-BOILED HAM
HOMESTYLE
COLESLAW •••

7 4¢
1. 98

· ;.j

s2. 1 8

CRYSTALS 41 HD 1OX

1 38

1

2 •58
2•78
.
3•98

CHOCOLATE MC

LYIES CEITER ~UT ROAST OR S~OIED
$
HAM STEAK •••••••• LB.
.•
LYKES 'OLD FISHIOIED'.STYLE
$
SLICED BACON 12 oz. P1&.
•
SUllYUID "BOB WHITE" (MILD OR HOTI
$
POR~ SAUSAGE ROLLLB.
. •
HILLSHIRE FIRMS llELBISI, POLSKI, BEEF
$
SMOKE'ft SAUSAGELB.
•

BONELESS

SIRLOIN
STEAKS
USDA CHOICE THE OILY BEEF WE SELL

MAYONNAIS
IESTlf 'S·SEMI-SWEET 12 OZ.. PK.

s1.2a

BUTTERBALL

USDA CHOICE BEEF TEIDER 18ED SEMHIOIELEH
RIB ROASTS •••••••• LB. $
UIDI CHOICE BEEF "TEIDER 18ED" BO~E·ll
$
RIB ROASTS •••••••• LB.
USDA CHOICE BEEF TEIDER l&ED BOIELESS
DELMONICO STEAKS .LB. $
FROZEI IEI BEST ·
GROUPER FILLETs· .LB.

KRAFT

PORK-LOl"N
ROASTS ,

SWIFT'S BRIDE 'I' FROZEI SELF·BISTllO

·

88

FRESH WESTERN, FULL RIB HALF

•.••·68c::

8

ONE I

SMOKED
· HAMS
.::::·H:~F
¢

HYDEPIRK &RIDE "I" QUICK FROZEI SELF-BISTll& '10 TO 16 LBS.
TURKEYS ••••••••••
tB.

FRESH FLORIDA PREMIUM .
WHOLE FRYERS •••••••• LB.
FRESH FLORIDA PREMIUM
.
MIXED FRYER PARTS .LB.
FLORIDA PREMIUM FRYERS
·
LEG QUARTERS •••••••• LB.
MAPLE LEIF FIRMS · BASTED WITH·ORll&E SAUCE
DUCKLINGS •••••••••••• LB.

LARGI

,

..

-----------ll!Um.,_--.~ A1~.w~AY!l!l!,~sT!!!l1M!'!E~H!!!!o~N
CHOOSE FROM FRESH BAKED PIES,
• ...
~-, APPLE, PUMPKIN, SWEET POTATO,
~MINCE AND CREAM VARIETIES. YOU
,., , •~ .... · CAN SELECT SWEET ROLLS AND DIN·
:.;:;.~",. ,;~j.~.:::.11 1 NER ROLLS THaT WILL COMPLIMENT
~;. ">· . YOUR FESTIVE THANKSGIVING TA.:
'-/
BLE. ORDERS ARE NOW BEING AC·
CEPTED.

IN' YOUR HOLIDAY T
ING'S. IS AVAILABLE A
EXTRA GRAVY AN
PLACE YOUR ORDERS
PLAnERs. CHEESE AN
CANEASEYOURTIMES
VISIT A FAIRWAY DELI

MRS. SMITH PUMPKIN

II

CUSTARD PIE
46

oz.

(260%.$1.38)$2 . 2

IOllDE~'S

9

SOUR CREAM ••••••••• u o;:.
PET llLEICll BLEID
. ORANGE JUICE ••••••• u oz.
PET CREAMED 12 OZ. CRTI.
COTTAGE CHEESE .........

8 (:
(:

98
88<:

61/2 OZ. BAG

UDY IO•H l DELUlf
ICE CREAM •••••• 'Ii BILLOI
llmSEYE WHIPPED TOPPlll
COOL WHIP ••••••••• a oz. cup
IEWl llUlllE HD PfPPEROll calli1111101
JENO PIZZAS •••••••• 10.1 oz.

s2. 9 8

68C
68¢

- ClllDI DRY IEIUUI HD Sllll f
7 -UP •• PLU. DEPOSIT
LOI Cllll
PANCAKE SYRU
HYDEPHI 11'"1371/i IQ. FT.
ALUMINUM FOi

Save Up To
s.5.43
LORI DA

EGGS

8 ..
-

... 320Z.

S1.39

SELss 1.• 78
UGAR •.LB. 58~
UR DELICATESSEN

TURKEY

A SELF BASTED

T 10 TO 12 LBS.
QTS. DRiSSING

GRAVY
BERRY SAUCE

S18.88
..

SELF BASTED

STED

KEYS

RUSSETS FOR BAKING

POTATOES

). DRESSING

;R~SAUCE S26.88

ISTICU AID THIBHS)

I .•. ~ .. S 1 • 9 8

•.• fULLLa.S2.28

5 LBS. BAG .• ••••••••••••

78

_

PASCAL CELERY •••••• 2STAL~S

RED TRADITION OF FIX· NEW CROP WASHINGTON STATE
EY WITH THE TRIMM·
OUR DELICATESSEN.
RED AND GOLDEN
DRESSING IS AVAILABLE.
10FOR
ISO FOR FOOD DELI
D RELISH TRAYS THAT
GEORGIA, GUARANTEED NEW CROP
INT IN THE KITCHEN.
rGDAY.
(IN THE SHELLI LB.
I

DEL1c1ous APPLEs ••
PECANS •• '· •••

~CHIPS

98C

s 1 .-o·o

~ """ " ""~"
lll111111

1111 e <.oupon
per farnlly

s1 • 28

LESUEUR PEAS
~~~ ~:;3

~ L~it

Expire~

11-24-83 /

I

.-- -~&1-RWAY. MARKETl!I.
- - COUPON _ . ,
This Coupon Good For

.,

1~-

I
I

WILSOI CORI 1116 3 LB. CH

~~~~, ;· ~.I
HAM
.._~
Iii- ~--~ ~ : -- · SAVE $1 .oo
•

< .··

.

VERY YOUNG SMALL 160Z CAN

;ET ONE FREE

Ill WRAP

88C
4Las. 98c

. 7 8 CE2'. I

ALLPURPOSE

I
I

I

Off RE&u~:as:~1811L Hl.UE I

~·

.

Lrmrt ont• c. oupon

per lamily

AIN OR DIP

I 11H11E1s1 • 00
11P 24oz.s1 • 68

_This Coupon Good For

1

ICEBERG LETIUCE • • • • • • • ~EAD 5 8 C

FANCY YAMS •••.•• ~ •••••

~._ _ _ __.

I
ta, PLAIN
BOLD MEDAL 5 LBS. BAB
•
OR SELF RISING I
FLOUR ' :1

-

FLORIDA HbMEGROWN

COUPON., .

/

CALIFORNIA

JUMBO FLORIDA

~1.09

..--•

¢

I

SAVE

$1 .00
Expires 11-24-83

·

._ .FAIRWAY MARKET • •

64c

.

OPEN 24 HOURS

- · cou~_9N
.This Cot• .:in Good Fo1 ·~

I

I
I
I

ONEPOUND

-- HYl)EPARK .
OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY ,;., "-. . c} num~
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
~~~~ s 1 • 58
11672 F.. COLONIAL DRIVE

AT ALAFAYA TRAIL
.

THIS ID EFFECTllE WEDIEIDIY. IOI. 18 THRO

THURSDAY. THllllBllllB DAY. IOI. 24. 1983,

. ,,

,

I

~

·.

Lrmrt one coupon
per family

•II

(Limit.twowith ·
coupon)

I

·

SAVE7Q <

.
11 24 53
Expires
· -

·
;

IRWAY MARKETI . .
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Sports week
Football Knights
·battle FLC Raiders
by Dan Russo

ing back Mark Ford, who
gained 11 7 yards rushing and
quarterback Kevin Sherman
The battle-scarred UCF who threw two touchdown
fighting Knights take its passes. Last week, the ·
injury-riddled troops onto the Knights suffered a mistakefield Saturday night to host filled contest, losing to
the Raiders of Fort Lewis Col- · Nicholls State, 37-14.
lege.
UCF Head Coach Lou
The
Raiders,
from Saban said the loss to
Durango, Colo., .are members Nicholls State was mainly
of the Rocky Mountain Con- due to stupid errors and poor
fer ence in the National play by the Knights defensive
Association of Intercollegiate secondary. Saban added he
Athletics. They are coming was also upset by the play of
the farthest any team has sped.al teams. "That is
ever traveled to play the something we work on every
Knights.
day in practice (special
Last weekend, Fort Lewis teams)'', said Saban. "I have
whipped· Ne·w Mexico worked more on special teams
Highlands, 44-3. In that game, this year than I've worked on
Fort· Lewis showed how well them in my entire career of
t hey ca:n use the running coaching.''·
game by racking up 365 yards
Saban said that the biggest
, Pam Glmson/Future
on the ground. Leading the
Knights, page 30
UCF running back Elgin Davis takes a handoff from quarterback Dana Thyhsen and heads way for the Raiders was runndownfield in action last week agianst Nicholls State. UCF lost the game, 37-14.
Future sports

Sports commentary
·,

!1:i~!~~~i:Ub~:<l ~~~e~t':~

the Seminoles of FSU by one
point-Miami was Orange
Bowl bound.
As the victory party began
in both Miami and the press
box, WKIS sportscaster
by Roger Simmons
·Frank Voght turned off his
Future sports
portable radio which had been
blaring the game's play-byAs
UCF's Fighting play to seemingly every corKnights attempted to µefeat ner of the press hox. As the
the Colonels of Nicholls State reporters began to swap
last Saturday night, the stories of what they had bet
representatives of Central on the game, it was noticed,
Florida's media listened in- probably by accident, that
tensely up in t he Orlando the Knights and Colonels
Stadium (formerly Tangerine · were bat tling it out on the
Orlando Stadium field.
Bowl) press box.
At times, the reporters'
Granted, the Knights 37-14
cries of victory and the loss to the C.olonels was not
screams of impending defeat the most exciting game ever
in the box deafened the feeble played, nor could it even comat tempts at cheers by the pare with the Miami-FSU
small group of hearty fans at game for suspense and excitement, but still it was t he
the stadium.
As the final seconds of the game that should have been
game ticked away , the the center of attention for
pressure began to mount. these journalists.
But i cannot fault my colAfter all, this game could still
be won! And a victory just leages too heavily. For a
might mean a trip t o a post- school with an enrollment of
15 ,600 and surrounding
season bowl game. ·
As time expired, a last se- metropolitian area with at
cond field goal was on target
Apathy, page 33
and pandemonium broke

UCFapathy
in pressbox

FIU erids the UCF soccer ·dream
by J.C. Meyerholz
Future sports

The UCF men's soccer team
was stifled by Florida InternationaJ University Saturday
Nov. 12, losing to the
Sunblazers 4-1, in the first
round of the NCAA Division

II South Regional.
The Knights end their
season 12-4-3, while the No. 1
ranked Sunblazers improved
to 17-2-1 and will play Tampa
Saturday night. Tampa advanced with a 2-1 win in overtime against Davis & Elkins.
Despite being outplayed by

, ...__........,..,,,__,_...,,__

. Women's soccer powers battle
UCF- will once ·again host
the NCAA National Woman's
Soccer Championships on
Nov. 19-20. This will mark the
second consecutive year this
event has been held on the
UCF campus.
Participating in t he . championship games will be the
University of North Carolina, the University of
Massachusetts, the University of Connecticut and George
Mason University. Matches
will be at noon and 2 p.m. on

Saturday and Sunday. The
championship game is slated
for Sunday at 2 p.m.
North Carolina is the defending women's champion. Currently the team is riding a
17-game winning streak. This
season they have outscored
their opponents 84-9. The
Lady Tarheels have recorded
11 shutouts this season.
Last year in the championship game at UCF , the
Tarheels defeated the UCF
Lady Knights, 2-0.

Pam Gimson/Future

UCF men's leading scorer Rony Francois dribbles downfield in
action earlier this year.

FIU, the Knights hung tough
for 70 minutes. The only goal
of the first half was by FIU's
Eyvind Olsen with the assist
going to Munga Eketebi at
the 10:30 mark.
Senior goalkeeper Rick
Bratincevic closed out his
career in spectacular fashion.
The Toronto native made five
outstanding saves to keep the
score 1-0 in the first. half.
The Knights had a chance·
to tie the game midway
through the second half when
Amer Bushara broke down
the left flank and slipped a
pass to Elio Falcon on the
right side. Falcon's shot went
just wide of FIU fre shman
goalkeeper Marc W olff.
One· minute later , t h e ·
Sunblazers sco r ed the ·
backbreaker. Senior forward
Carlos Izurieta scored at the
71:44 mark, with Eketebi
once again picking up the
assist.
Hermann J oseff
Engels made it 3-0 for the
Sunblazers before Rony Francois got the Knights on the
board with only 3:30 to go in
the match.
For
the
"Haitian
Sensation," it was his 16th
goal of the season, and the
39th of his career, placing the
senior sec·o nd on the all-time
list to Randy DeShield, who
had 56.
The Knights were outshot
27-9. UCF Head coach Jim
Rudy praised FIU, but
criticized the officials. "FIU
is a better team. They" deserved to win but not in the manner in which it happened. We
had a linesman who used
abusive language to our assistant coach and he made

Soccer, page 33
..
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Knights-------'----frompage29
problem for the team right
now is still the injuries. "Our
ability to compensate for the
injured just is not there,"
Saban said.
Added to the injury list this
week were wide receiver Jeff
Froehlich, with a calf injury,
running back Elgin Davis and
offensive guard Charlie Miller
both with groin injuries and
defensive end Gerald Moore
with a knee injury. All,
however, are probable for this
week.
Saban said he expects this
first meeting between the two
schools to be a tough one. ''If
they can scpre 44 points,
they're somebody to · watch
out for," he said.
According to Fort Lewis
.Head Coach Gary Barnett,
the Raiders are a young team
just like UCF, but unlike the
Knights they have been
injury-free all season.
Barnett said he hasn't
relied solely on either the running or passing game this
year. He prefers to mix the
plays up in the game~.
Barnett added that the strong

point for his club is its
defense, which was ranked
No. 1 in its conference earlier
this season. The Raiders are
giving up less than 80 yards
rushing per game this season.
Barnett said that for his
team to come out with a win
against UCF they will have to
neutralize the Knight's speed.
Leading the attack for the
Raiders this fall has been
quarterback Sherman. He is
fifth in his conference in passing with 803 yards and has
completed 50 percent of his
passes. Ford leads the team in
rushing with 630 yards on the
ground.
UCF will counter the Fort
Lewis attack with quarterback Dana Thyhsen, who has
completed 50 percent of ·his
passes for 1,526 yards and 13
touchdowns, and running
back Davi_s·, who has racked
up 689 yards rushing on 134
carries, an average of 5.1
yards per carry.
Game time is 7:30 p.m. at
the newly named Orlando
Stadium (formerly the
Tangerine Bowl).

Back to pass
UCF quarterback Dana Thyhsen looks downfield for a receiver in action
Nicholls State.

last

week against ,

Wrestling·
looks
ready

© 1983 SEAGRAM DISTILLERSCO . NY NY AMERICAN WHISKEY-ABL£ND 80 PROOF
··Seven.Up" and "7UP" are trademarks of theSeven Up Company

New head coach Pat Cucci
will lead the 1983-84 UCF
Wrestling Knights into their
season opener this Saturday
against Stetson University iµ
Deland, and according to Cucci, this year could be UCF's
most competitive.
Last Saturday, out of ten
weight classes in the Knights
Brawl, the UCF wrestling
team had seven first place
finishes, one second place in
the heavy weight division,
and one third place finish in
the 147 pound class. The
results were as follows: First
place finishes: Jeff Horn(123),
Billy Whidden(131), Trent
Smith(147),
Mike
Bushard(155),
Joe
Bonura(163)
Russ
Schenk(l 72),
and
Matt
Hopkins(195). Second place
John Small (heavy
finish:
weight) and third place:
finish: Rob Hubsch(147).
Those considered top
wrestlers this year by Cucci
are Schenk, Bonura and
Bushard. Besides these three
wrestlers, there are two
others who are considered top
wrestlers this year and who
are pre-season favorites in
division two and are national
contenders in their weight
class. They are Whidden and
Jerry Harmer. Whiden ranked to finish fifth and was pick·
ed at 118 but wrestled at 177.
· As for the competition this
year, Cucci said that the
team's toughest competition
will be Central State
Oklahoma, Clemson, Virginia
Tech. and Appal~hian State.
Cucci just graduated this
May from Appalachian State
and did not know that he
would be here until the last
minute. He finds being a new
coach tough, but he said he en·
joys it immensely.
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UCF Basketball '83
Basketball
teams
·p reparing
The UCF men's basketball
t.eam under new Head Coach
Chuck Machock will open its
1983-84 season on Nov. 21 at
Valdosta State. Last year the
Knights opened the season
against VS and lost, 101-94.
On Nov. 26 the Knights will be
on the road to play the Florida
State Seminoles in Tallahassee.
The women's team, led by
Head Coach Joe Sanchez,
opens its season on Nov. 26 at
UCF in the Sun Roast Tour' nament.

•••

The OCF Athletic Department has announced that two
major basketball prospects;
have signed letters of intent
to play for UCF next season.
Dale Parker, a 6-foot-9-inch
center at Imperial Valley
Junior College in California,
averaged 14 points and nine
rebounds per game last
season. The Knights also
signed Eric Kellogg, a 6-foot8-inch forward from Dickinson State in North Dakota.
Kellogg averaged 24 points
and 13 rebounds for Dickin·
son last season. Kellogg is the
younger brother of Clark
Kellogg of the Indiana ~acers
Dorine Van Tongeren takes the ball to the hoop against Susan
of the NBA.
Patz in a one-on-one drill in practice last week.

One on One

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF men's Head Coach Chuck Machock works on defensive
drills in basketball practice in the UCF gym.

Crew team keeps the pace a'iv~
by Pete Clapham
Future sports

The UCF Crew traveled to
Atlanta to capture the second
place points trophy in last
weekend's Head of the Chattahoochee Regatta.
The Knights entered a
flotilla of 15 boats in this
three mile event which hosted
crews from as far away as
Texas and New England.
The Women's Open Four ·
with Cindy Love, Eileen
Cooley, Pam Logan, Jill
Wohlwender and cox Ellen
Pierson aboard edged out
Tampa to win the gold. Other
first place medals went to the
Men's Novice and Junior
Fours ably coxed by Jeanette
Barnhard. The Junior Four,
consisting
of
Kevin
McNerney, Mac Russell,
Gerard Atwood and Tho~
McCann, resoundingly
defeated its closest competitor by over two minutes.
Second place finishes went
to the Women's Open Eight
and the Men's Lightweight
Eight who missed second by
two seconds.
Third place honors went to
the Men's Lightweight Four
and Recreational Single
Sculls. The Women's Club

and Men's Open Fours finished .fourth in their events and
Coach Dennis Kamrad captured fifth place in his Senior
Master's Single Scull. Rich
Stocking, in his first sculling
race, worked his way through
a field of boats to finish

THE ·nAlR SHOP

"1recisionStYleCpt$8.n4t

sevenGh out of 16 in the Men's
Novice Single.

~:

Only the Freshmen remain
to be tested in this weekend's
upcoming Freshman/Novice
Regatta at the bypass canal
in Tampa.
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·LEGISLATIVE
.REPORT
SENATOR OF THE WEEK: MARY MA~ARTHUR
MEASURES ACTED UPON:
BILLS:
16-09
Concerning the Position of Legislative Advisor
Introducer: Ch. Stuart Jaines
Vote: passed Nov. 8; (19) yes (4) no (2) abstensions
Allocates$ 3000.00 for the position of Legislative Advisor for the 1983-84 fiscal year.
. 16-11
Amending the Executive Statutes-Concerning the Office of Lay Advisor
Introdueer: Stuart James
Vote: passed Nov. 8; unanimous consent
~tes the position of Lay Advisor for effective legal representation upon request of the student. For more
information call~ Ferguson x-3908

16-13
Amending the Executive Statutes with the Addition of Chapter 404.5
Introduce: Ch. Susan Arline
Yo~: failed Nov. 8; (6) yes (20) no "

Call for all recommendations to University-wide committees to be reviewed by the Elections & Appointmen·
ts Co~ttee and confirmed by the Senate.
16-14
Concerning the Finance Code-Adding Chapter 804.3
Introducer: Ch. Stuart James
Vote: passed Nov. 8; unanimous consent

-

'

Allows the Organizations, Appropriations, and Finance Committee to recommend funding stipulations to
the Activities and Service Fee budget to the Student' Body President in resolution form.

•

SENATE COMMITTEES:
STANDING:
Elections & Appointments Committee (EA)
Chairman: Susan Arline
Vice Chairman: Terri Philips
Committee Members: Stuart James ·
Anne Woodhull
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Fridays at 1:00
Student Center Room 154
Organizations, Appropriations & Finance (OAF)
Chairman: Stuart James
Vice Chairman: John Sowinski
Committee Members: John Gill
Michael Wittenstein
DavidRokes
Tim Albrecht
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 9:00a.m.
Student Center Room 154
Travel, Clubs & Organizations Committee (TCO)
Chairman: David Rokes
Vice Chairman: Mary MacArthur
Committee Members: Samara Powell
Bill Hardman
Susan Arline
Jackie Goigel
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 4:00
Student Center Room 154

Legislative, Judicial, & Rules Committee (LJR)
Chairman: Rob Rotter
'
Vice Chairman: Tim Albrecht
Committee Members: Andrea Darner
Terri Philips
Monty Knox
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 12:00
Student Center Room 154

-

Public Relations Committee (PR)
Chairman: Bill Hardman
Vice Chairman: Margaret Ruff
Committee Members: Jimmy Bobbitt
Dana Clary
Pete Martin
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Tuesdays at 1:00
Student Center Room 211
Student Services Committee (Services)
Chairman: Mary MacArthur
Vice Chairman:
Committee Members: Jackie Goigel
Debra Kelly
MerCedes Sosa
Pete Martin
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 3:00
.
Student Center Room 211

AD HOC COMMITTEE
Syllabus Committee
Chairman: Andrea Darner
Vice Chairman: Stuart James
Committee Members: Susan Arline
Mary MacArthur
Cindy Spraker
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 5:00
H you have any questions, colJlDlents, or suggestions concerning any legislation before the Senate or any
issue you wish to be addressed please call your senator at x-3913 or x-2191.
THE 16TH STUDENT SENATE

.~

'

...
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Apathy~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-lmmpage~

least 500,000 people, a game
attendance of a little over
4,000 is embarassing and a
sure sign of Central Florida's
true support for the Knights.
Ever since I arrived in
Orlando a little over a year
ago, I have heard nothing but
moaning and crying that
Orlando deserves a major
le'1gue professional sports
organization. What a farce.
Do Central Floridians really
expect to draw pro sports
organizations to this area

when the population shows
such apathy for existing
sports programs? Do they
really expect to have a professional football or baseball
team when a majority of the
population will not go to any
events when the temperature
drops below 60 degrees?
Boise (Idaho) State University, with an enrollment of
about 10,000 located in a city
with a population of 100,000,
regularly gets around 30,000
fans in the stadium for a home

football game even when
there is snow, rain or
temperatures below 20
degrees. Their football program is similar to UCF's in .
that they are not a
dominating powerhouse, but
a program which is growing
and shows potential for
greatness.
It is this city, with its past
record of support, which
deserves a professional sports
franchi_se and not Orlando.
Tomorrow night UCF takes

on the Raiders of Fort Lewis
College at Orlando Stadium.
After two losses in a row, five
altogether, the Knights could
use a win. Here's hoping that

the community and student
body will · attend the game,
showing that they are
not spineless, apathetic
fans ~

Soccer ----------fmmpage~
obscene movements to the
players on the field. '' The
game was delayed for an hour
when the NCAA Committee
inadvertently forgot to assign
officials for the game. Local
officials had to be summoned

to do the game.
Nine seniors are graduating
from this year's team. ''I
guess you can call it (next
year) a rebuilding year, but
we're going to go out and play
the same type of schedule,''
Rudy said.

Student Government
Giving you the opportunity for input
Mark C. Geary

Stan Halbert

Student Body President

Vice President

·(

Discount Movie Tickets
Reduced price admission tickets can be purchased at
the main desk. ·

{~ ·Film Processing Service
'·••n• · ~

Save money and time by hav ing your film developed at
cPntralized services.

Typing Room
typewriters are avai lable for
required.

personal

use.

I.D.

(,~
''•\, Legal Aid .
~

-

Free lega l counsel for studen ts on a variety of matters:

and Many More ...

N I .- T E

'WUCF' FM
.. ........ - .....

'

,

11·2AM
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The undefeated Good News
Bears will defend their AllUni versi ty Flag Football
title against the Greek
~t.casts, Saturday, Nov. 19, in
t he Tangerine Bowl. The
game is a preliminary to the
UCF-Ft. Lewis football game
and is set for a 5:15 p.m.
kickoff. Your ticket to the
varsity game will be honored
for this title game, also, but
you must enter through the
pass gate located in the Southwest corner of the stadium.
In other Intramural Flag
Football tournament action
held Saturday·, Nov. 5,
Alpha Delta Pi edged Alpha
Chi Omega '1-6 for the
women's championship when
they stopped the AXO extra
point attempt after time had
run out t o end the game.
In men's white league action, SAE . II outlasted PKA
II in a wild, run and gun battle by a score of 36-28. After
several lead chaiiges, the
finally ended when PKA II

ran out of time while driving
for the tying touchdown.

•••
Doubles Tennis Results

Scott Cohen and Mike Kenkel
teamed up to defeat Stan
Halbert and Craig Loftin in
the finals of the men's intramural double tennis tournament 6-1, 6-1 recently on
the- UCF courts. In women's
action Dot Griffin and Kim
Whitlock turned back the
UCF police dµo of Melody
Carpenter and Kathy Logan
6-1, 6-0 for the championship.

•••
UCF goH classic

Entries are being accepted
for the Eighth Annual UCF
Golf Classic which gets
underway at ~oon, Nov. 21 at
Orlando's Rio Pinar Country

e e e e e

Sports Briefs

Thanksgiving week, chamheld Monday evening, Nov.
pionship
soccer teams from
21. Competition is by weight
across
the
nation will take
class using dead lift, bench
press and push press. Sign-up time out from busy schedules
t o instruct some very special
at Rec Services 101.
as pirin g young socce r
players.
•
More than 500 mentally
Win Your Turkey-Run for
handicapped students have
Your Supper
been invited to participate in
four clinics sponsored by the
The annual Oviedo Meat National Christian College
World/Rec Services Coed Athletic Association (NCTurkey Trot is scheduled for CAA) soccer teams, directed
by Dr. Tom Fleck. These
Friday, Nov. 18, at 4 p.m.
clinics
are designed to inThis two person cross
struct
mentally
handic~pped
country event gives you . an
youngsters
in
the'
skills and
opportunity to win a 10 lb.
tactics
of
soccer.
They are
(plus) frozen turkey just in
scheduled
in
conjunction
with
time for Thanksgiving. In
t
he
NCCAA
Nat
ional
Soccer
this event each .team predicts
the time it will take t hem to Championships being held at
run t he l 1/2 mile course (men 1 Lake Brantley High School '
Campus weight lifting cham- mile, women 1/2 mile) and then on Nov. 26.
pionships
"The players and coaches of
the team finishing closest to
their own predicted time wins these teams see this as an imEntries are now being ac- t he turkey. Stop by or call portant part of their ongoing
cepted for the_ Intramural Rec Services for information ministries," said Mike Chubboy, NCCAA tournament
Men 's and Women's Weight and entry forms.
director. "It is one more way
Lifting tournament -to- be
they can give to others using
their God-given talents and
skills."
The director of the clinics,
Dr. Fleck, is a resident of
Winter Park and is currently
the coach for the Florida
State Youth Association as
well as a staff coach for the
United States Soccer Federation. He is a former general
manager for the NASL
Philadelphia Fury team and
has served as youth coordinator for the United States
Soccer Association.
Sites for the Nov. 22 clinics
were announced this week by
clinic coordinator, Jane Furnier. They are: Apopka Junior
High, 10 a.m.; Evans High
School, 10 a.m.; McCoy
Elementary, 10 a.m.; and
Magnolia Elementary, 1 p.m.

Club.
All proceeds from the yearly classic go to benefit the
UCF golf scholarship program. ·
In announcing the 1983
clas~ic, chairman Dan Riffier.
noted the $150 per person entry fee includes a luncheon,
cocktails and dinner, and the
opportunity ·to vie for prizes
totaling thousands of dollars
in value.
. Prizes also will be awarded
for - the individual and team
low gross and net scores, said
Ruffier.
For additional information,
call Ruffier, at 645-1777., or
Eric Yount, at 275-2086.

••

•••

•••

YOU'VE SPENT $4000
ON YOUR EDUCATION.."
.•. NOW, HOW ABOUT SPENDING
ANOTHER $65 FOR A CAREER??
l

:I

(A Message to the Fall 83' Graduates)

I

·I

We want to help you make the tran-

j

I

sition from school to career. And, we've
.

helped hundreds of graduates by giving

**********

them the ''competitive edge'' they
need. Through personalized counseling
tecniques and resumes that work!!
.Fc;.r a limited time and only for UCF
graduates we've developed a special
package which.includes:
•Career counseling (''Where should
I go from here?")
•Professional resume plus copies
•Job
hunt · methods/inte.rviewing
methods seminar
THIS IS A $95 VALUE~ FOR ONLY $65 !!!
Let your professional image be our professional concern by calling...

THE-ABSOLUTE RESUME
COMPANY!!! 678-7415

-ATTENTION
ALL
CROOKS

You just went out of business. Because millions
of people are having
their government payments sent straight to
th~ir personal savings
or chec~g account.

U.S~TRE_MURY
DIRECT DEPOSIT.
You know your money's
safe and sound.
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In for the ki II
UCF's Knight in shining armor slays the wicked dragon at half.
time during last week's game against Nicholls State... Never fear,
however, the dragon will return again next week only to be slain
again.

Future photos by Eileen Samelson

The Future has job openings in several departments. All the positions offer
a salary and invaluable experience.

Advertising

Openings in .sales and
management positions. For
more information contact
Phil Storey at 275-2865 or
come by the Future Business
Office.
/

Altamonte Springs
Brazil's

Marketing

Managing Editor

A hardworking , energetic
marketing major is needed
to help us establish a
marketing department. Very
good opport'-'nity to get
research experience. Call
275-2865 or come by the
Future Business Office and
see Phil Storey.

Excellent opportunity to use
management, editing and
layout skills. Looks good on
the resume, too. Call 2752601 for more information or
come by the Future e(jitorial
office. Ask for Julie Norris.

Blondie's

Quality Inn University
E ColontOI ot Alofoyo Tr.

Orienta Pldzo ·
Panama Jim's Tavern

927 Wes! Hv.;y 4.36

O'Brothers Pub

l'.\007 E Colonial

Pork Ave and ~a1rbonks

Sebastian's Cellar Lounge

Clermont
Crown

H1llon Inn
3200 w Colon101

qeslourant and Lounge
U S 27 nd Hv.;y 50

Hv.;y 17-92

Dubspread

Sam's Woodshed Pub

Restouronl and Lounge
.5Ll9W Por Ave

Ramada Inn West
Hwy 50

Casselberry
Jim's

900 ES Rl'.\36
The Entertainer

Orlando
Dr. Sage's
Holle! y Inn

Park Avenue

Citrus Sun Club ·
Kelley's Lower Deck Lounge
Howard Johnson Hayloft LOunge

4315 N Or n e Blossom Tr

Hv.;y 27 at lhe Turnpike

626LeeRd

Windjammer

1388 Semoron Blvd

Bogart's Bistro
5 2 /\J lerr n

Dedicated sports fan with
writing, editing and layout
experience needed to fill
position of reporting on one
of the fastest growing athletic
programs in the country. Call
275-2601 or come to the
Future editorial office.

· Cut Your Entertainment
Costs In Half At These Fine Lounges
Winter Park
Bailey's

Quohtylnn
3001 F.ederol Hv.;y
Rum House Lounge

3200 Golt Ocean Mlle
J,P.'s On The Beach

Holiday Inn
999 N North Allanl1c Blvd
Key West
Buccaneer Lounge

2600 Overseas Hvvy
Merritt Island
The Loft LOunge
Jamaica Jake's

600 Courtenay Porkwoy

(1

Ethel's Gas House

enll Island Causeway

Miami
Faces In The Grove

Coconu Grove
Longwood
Longwood Inn
• 10
t13dt' J27

Bennet's Disco

Marco Polo Hotei
N MIOnll Beach A 1A

See Your Lamda Chi Alpha Representative For Details

-

Opportunity to direct entertainment-features section.
Writing .editing and layout
ability · essential. Call 2752601 or stop in at the Future
office.

Fort Lauderdale
Ha nun
Chinese Restaurant

l'.\71 E
Re louronl on Loun e
R 1'1 d Inn Soult"1 A1rpor1

Entertgjnment Editor

Sports Editor

Cape Canaveral
Diamond Ginny's

8625Astronout Blvd.
The Straw Hat

8580 N. Atlantic Ave.
Ocala
Cavern's

Cascade Moll
Finish Line Lounge

Holidoy Inn West
3621 Silver Springs Blvd
Louie's

2320 S Pine St.
Leesburg
Lil'Gillies·
12.:'.l N 1£'.llh St

Chopping Block
MainSlreet
Mount Dora
Top of The Post

New Orleans Balcony .
Lady Lake
The 'G' Spot

North Hv.;y 4.:'.\1
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